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ABSTRACT 
'Ihis study was concerned with the evaluation of' a researcher's 
developed simulation game "Negotiation". Furthermore, the study analysed 
the reactions of' grade nine and ten students to the developed simulation 
game according to sex, intellectual quotient and grade level. A question-
naire consisting of' sixteen multiple-choice and f'our open-ended questions 
was developed. 'Ihe questionnaire assessed a wide range of reactions of' 
s tudents to simulation games such as liking of simulation games, per-
c eption of' role playing, involvement in role playing, and choice of' 
learning rnethod. A second instrument, the Otis-Lennon test assessed the 
intellectual quotients of students involved in the study. 
The f'ollowing five descriptive hypotheses were tested in the 
study: 
l. Is there a dif'ference between the reactions of' grade nine 
high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" according to 
s ex diff'erences? 
2. Is there a dif'ference betweAn the reactions of grade nine 
high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" according to 
intellectual quotient? 
3. Is there a diff'erence between the reactions of grade ten 
high school students to the simulation gan..:...: :·Negotiation" according to 
sex dif'f'erences? 
4. Is there a dif'f'erence between the reactions of' grade ten 
high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" according to 
intellectual quotient? 
v 
5. Is there a difference between the reactions of high school 
students to the sirrulation game "Negotiation" according to grade level? 
Students ' responses were investigated using Chi Square and 
Fisher Exact test analysis. The results indicated that simulations 
garres can make students aware of specific concepts as well as other 
teaching methods. Analysis of the sarrple gr>oups' responses appeared to 
indicate that the contents -of "Negotiation" were interesting and highly 
involved the majority of students in role playing. Furtherrrore, the 
s tudy suggested that simulatic:1 games could be used more often in the 
classroom. Finally, the results suggested that if students had a choice 
of learning a concept, a simulation game probably would be selected more 
often than a film or study in the library. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Evidence indicates that games have been an important 
component in the life of mankind for four thousand years and 
this influence has continued until the present. Aveden ( 1971) 
reported findings of historians and archeaologists who found 
gpme boards and dice games dated as early as 2600 B.C. Further-
more, the influence of games since the Greek and Roman cililizations 
can be traced by studying not only the artifacts but also the 
legislation governing gambling . For example, antigambling laws 
in Rome more than two thousand years ago indicates the influences 
of the gam':Jling game. 
In our modern day psychologists and educators, (Piaget, 
1932, 1951 and Sutton-Smith, 1971) have specified the importance 
of play experiences on the emotional and intellectual development 
of children. Coleman (1971) wrote "Playing games is a very old 
and widespread form of learning" (P . 3 32) . However, it appears 
that only recently have educators begun to explore the influence 
of these experiences on the learning process (Sharan, 1976) . 
Harpole (1975) interestingly pointed out that formal lea;,..•.:it1g in 
schools is, to a large extent, the trying out of certain roles 
and the imaginative extension of the self into experimental 
environments. Furthermore, Harpole (1975) wrote "it appears that 
simulation and gaming strategies in education may contribute 
valuably to the 'trying out process'". Since this report will 
be assessing sirnulatic~ games_, a clear definition as to l..Vhat 
is meant by the term would be invaluable . 
Sharan (1976) wrote the following definition: 
".a simulation is anything which models reality. 
and can include such widely differing phenomena 
as mathematical fornrulae _, role playing_, films_, 
or sculpture. " (p. 188) 
Gibbs (1974) stated "a simulation is a dynamic representation 
which employs substitute elemerts to replace real or hypothetical 
componentsn . A simulation is different form a game . Shirts (1972) 
defined a game as "an activity in which people agree to abide 
by a set of conditions in order to achieve a desirable state or 
end". Gibbs (197 4) wrote 11a game is an acti 1l1 ty carried out by 
cooperating or competing decision-makers seeking to achieve _, 
within roles_, their objectives". Furthermore a si1nulation is 
different from a contest or role playing . The main issue in a 
contest is competition . For example_, a municipal or any other 
election is a contest_, but is not a simulation. Role playing 
requires a person to assume an identity other than his aNn to 
increase his understanding of w .other person (Garvey_, 197l} . 
Role playing is a structural extent ion of play . It appears then 
that each activity can exist independently of the other . They 
can also be combined with each other in different ways. It is 
sufficient to say that the activities referred to as a simulation 
§arne may be a combination of all three categories and may be defined 
2. 
as simulation-games/role-playing contests (Sharan, 1976). Simulation 
games model the real world but are less complex because a game cannot 
be as complex as the reality on which it is based. However, accord-
ing to Maidment and Bronstein (1973) the more complex a simulation 
is, the more it mirrors reality. Furthermore, the more salient 
aspects of the situation must be included in the model so 
that the simulation will come close enough to the actual situation 
and give some sense of real involvement (Sharan, 1976; Abt, 1968, 
1971; Boocock and Schild, 1968; Inbar and Stoll, 1973). 
In general the rationale for using games is to create 
an atmosphere in the classroom in which students at various levels 
of ability can work together to acquire communication skills, 
develop desirable attitudes, and instill correct practices (Wagner, 
1964). 
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This chapter will examine some of the literature and research 
studies concerning simulation games and their use in the classroom. 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
The sinulation game technique 
It was during the 1960's that the potential learning value 
of simulation and gaming became recognized by teachers of elementary 
and secondary school students. Simulation games make use of 
probably the oldest educational technique known to man - learn by 
doing. They usually require small groups~ al thougp a large number 
of participants can be involved~ to explore social processes and 
skills through human interaction and problem-solving (Sharan~ 1976). · 
BY using a simulation game the student is permitted to experiment 
without being hurt by his faulty decisions. It is simO_lar to a 
General being involved in a war game exercise, his army may be 
decimated but no lives are lost and the General may learn a strat~gic 
lesson which may be significant in actual combat. 
Some qualities of simulation games 
Several qualities of simulatior1 games suggest they can be 
effective teaching and training devices for students of all a~s 
(Abt~ 1970). Creators of simulation games maintain that simulation 
games are enjoyable and highly motivating. Research studies indicate 
similar conclusions. Nesbitt, (1971) stated: 
"Most of the evidence gained from students involving 
educational games strongly indicates that youngsters do 
at least enjoy playing them - surely more than learning 
from routine methods" (p. 55). 
After researching several simulation games Raiser (1971) wrote "there 
is one conclusion that does emerge about simulation games, there is 
almost universal enthusiasm for them". 
The motivational aspect of simulation games is very appar.ent 
and is borne out by descriptive studies conducted by(Tansey, 1971 
and Abt, 1970) . Tansey (1971) indicated that during the conduct 
of one experiment, the high school students who were involved in 
the simulation game became so intensely interested in research needed 
to enable them to ~ction more effectively, that they began to use 
the library facilities of a nearby university in addition to the 
high school library. The demand placed upon the D.ni versi ty library 
in terms of services and space was so great that the university 
had to prohibit further use of the library by high school students. 
Abt (1970) wrote about students becoming so intensely intersted in 
simulation games that they went to the school library during breaks 
to obtain more information so they would be better able to participate 
in the game. 
A statistical study reported by Tansey (1971) indicated 
that simulation games are effective motivational devices. The 
experiment VJa::. designed to test the feasibility of simulation as 
a teaching device. It involved forty simulation runs in seventeen 
schools and included thirty teachers and 2,500 students. The study 
showed that there was a statistically significant percentage of 
students who reacted favorably to the simulation. Ninety~five 
percent of the juntor high school students rated simulation favor ably. 
In addition, the teachers indicated high enthusiasm for the simulation 
games. 
5. 
In addition to the favorable reaction of students to simulation 
games, there is some evidence to suggest that more student interest 
is aroused by simulation games than by the "case study" method . 
Raser (1969) reported on a study conducted at Northwestern University 
which compared the "case study" method and the INS simulation 
game for effectiveness in arousing student interest and enhancing 
learning. The two groups of students involved in the study were 
controlled for intelligence and such personality traits as 
cognitive style, need for achievement, and affiliation and power. 
Some of the factors used to indicate student interest included 
class attendance, visits to the library, and visits to the professor's 
office. When asked in advance which method they would prefer, 
most students indicated that the "case study" would be more 
interesting. However, the behavior of students measured during 
the study showed that the simulation game generated more interest 
than the "case study" method. 
Why do simulation games heighten students' interest in 
the subject? What characteristics of siDUlation games make players 
so enthusiastic about them? Sharan (1976) suggested that a possible 
reason for the motivational aspect of simulation games is the pleasure 
a student derives from actively controlling his role and decisions 
instead of being a passive recipient of information. Another 
possible source of motivation is the simulation game's close 
resemblance to adult society. Sharan (1976) stated "simulation 
games are taken directly from reality and the 'real-life' element s 
can be easily identified". Moreover, they portray the adult 
society to which the student will soon belong. It appears that 
simulation games encourage participants to make decisions about 
problems and situations that may arise later in their lives, and 
this gives them a feeling of gratification. 
6. 
Not only do simulation games appear to create dramatic 
representations of the real problem being studied but they can be 
a kind of caricature of life . Coleman ( 1966) wrote 
"It appears that for young children games are more 
than a caricature of life:~ they are an introduction to 
life - an introduction to the idea of rules:~ which are 
imposed on all alike:~ an introduction to the idea of 
aiding another person and knowing that one can expect 
aid from another:~ an introduction to the idea of work-
ing toward a collective goal and investing one's self 
in a collectivity larger than himself". (p. 3). 
Simulation games: cognitive and affective learning 
This section will now examine studies concerning cogn-
itive and affective learning of students who have used simulation 
gp.mes compared to other methods of teaching. 
Lucas:~ Postma:~ and Thompson (1975) conducted a study 
comparing the effects of simulation-gaming with lecture-discvssion 
techniques on students' .'cogpitive achievement and retention of facts, 
concepts and principles. The experimental treatment period con-
sisted of five weeks (twenty-five classroom hours) during which 
the central group studied United States Domestic History (1870~ 
1915) through the traditional lecture-discussion format and the 
experimental group studied identical material through simulation-
gaming techniques. The study was composed of 294 participants:~ 
158 female and 136 male students . The studencs had a mean IQ of 
106. They were randomly selected m1d assigned to six control and 
six experimental classes. Following the study two conclusions 
were reached: 
1, Students in United States History classes exposed to 
simulation-gaming techniques perform as well on cognitive achieve-
7. 
rrent rreasure administered at the conclusion of the experimental 
treatrrent period as do students exposed to traditional discussion 
t echniques . 
2. Students in United States History classes exposed to 
simulation-gaming techniques perform significantly better on a 
delayed-interval posttest measure of cognitive retention than do 
students in United States History classes exposed to traditional 
lecture-discussion techniques. 
In another study Baker ( 1968) corrpared two eighth-
grade classes who studied a fifteen-day unit in American History 
by means of a simulation game with two eighth-grade classes who 
studied the sa.rre material in the traditional manner. The s~ulation 
group outperforrred the "traditional" group by a substantial margin 
on a t~st of factual knowledge given at the end of the unit. 
Boocock, Schild and Stoll (1967) corrpared high school 
students who played the simulation game "Democracy" for three 
periods with a control group who read and discussed materials 
concerning the same content as the two ga.m:;s. The study found that 
the control group outperformed the experimental group on the tests 
used to measure learning f'rom the games . 
Cohen (1975) conducted a study involving two fifth and 
two sixth grade classes to corrpare learning by the traditional 
teacning methods and learning by involvement in a simulation game. 
The four classes enconpassing 183 students were randomly assigned 
to treatment (a simulation game) and control groups. The treatment 
classes acquired their information from involvement -in a simulation 
8. 
game while the control groups were taught the same information 
by traditional teaching methods. The experimental study was 
conducted in four consecutive days, and on the fifth day both 
treatrrent and control groups were administered a posttest. To 
measure the retention of information a delayed posttest was given 
to both groups two weeks after the first posttest. 
The study conducted by Cohen (1975) indicated that the 
treatment group consistently scored higher on the delayed posttest 
variables than did the control group. The mean score for the 
treatment group on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills delayed posttest 
was significantly higher than the mean score for the control group. 
Cohen (1975) concluded that students taught by a simulation game 
retained more knowledge than students taught by traditional teaching 
methods. 
The purpose of a similar study by Pascale ( 1975) "V~Tas to 
determine if different methods of instruction affected the short 
retention of historical facts and critical thinking skills, as 
measured by acquired concepts and generalizations of eleventh year 
students in an American Studies Program. The study involved 130 
male and 240 female students. From the 240 subjects, 80 were ran-
domly selected to form an exper1~~ntal group to receive the simulation-
gaming treatment, while 80 were randomly selected to form an 
experimental treatment group known as lecture-question group, and 
80 subjects were randomly selected to ser-ve as a control group. The 
content was presented to both experimental groups and the control 
group over one week period of time. Afterwards one experimental 
9. 
group received the simulation-gaming treatment and the other group 
received the lecture-questions treatment. The control group did not 
receive either or the treatments. A posttest was administered to all 
three groups with the :following results; the mean score for the 
simulation gaming group was 82 percent:» while the lecture-question 
group was 56 percent and the control group was 29 percent. A "t" 
test determined that there was a significance at the .01 level in both 
short term retention of facts and critical thinking skills of the 
simulation-gaming group. It was concluded by Pascale (1975) that 
simulation-gaming students retained a greater number of facts!J formed 
more concepts and acquired more generalizations than the lecture-
question students. 
While educators are concerned with the positive effect 
that simulations have on cognitive learning:» they believe the re&l 
benefit is in the affective domain!' theorizing that active involve-
ment learning will have greater opportunity to facilitate attitudinal 
change. Heitzmann (1974) described several studies conducted by 
10. 
Newman (1974), Anderson (1970), and Palacino (1973) which indicated 
simulation games are better able to produce positive attitudinal changes 
than conventional classroom techniques. 
Another study conducted by Chartier (1971) hypothesized that 
~~bjects who participated in a simulation game with a discussion-
component would demonstrate higher learning than will subjects par-
ticipating in simulation without discussion, discussion without 
simulation, or neither (individual study). The study involved 133 
randomly selected undergraduate students. One conclusion of the study 
revealed that students who participate in a simulation game with 
discussion expressed more satisfaction with learning than student s 
participating in a simulation without discussion, discussion W:..thout 
simulation or neither (individual study). 
SimUlation·games: ·sex; grade level; "IQ and ·role acceptance 
One of the hypotheses used by Marts (1975) in his study using 
simulation games stated that females would achieve to a higher level 
than males. Using analysis of variance, the results were not signif-
ll. 
1 cantly different. It was concluded that simulation games taught ferrale 
and males equally well. 
Boone (1972) explored whether or not treatment, sex, grade 
level, environmental concern, and the interactions of these variables 
were important factors in the assignment of irrportance to environmental 
concept statements. After analyzi..,g the results ft was observed that 
females who used the simulation assigned higper variations to the 
concept staternents than did rrales who used the simulation. 
It appears there is no substantial evidence to su~st a 
link between sex and learning using a simulation game. 
'Ihere are several points to consider concerning simulation 
games and ability levels. McKenney and Dill (1968) designed a study 
which involved 651 students who were divided into equally sized. classes, 
each of which was to represent the geographical origins, academic 
backgrounds and social make-up of the total group. 'Ihe subjects were 
rratched within teams on prior undergraduate perforrrance, graduate 
entrance examination scores and first-term grades at Harvard. Results 
of the pre-game and post-game attitude questionnaire suggested 
that grouping individuals on the basis of ability or talent affec ts 
what they learn f'rom the game ... but over the course of the game 
satisfaction held up much better for the above average groups than 
for the average and below average. Following the study McKenney and 
Dill (1968) stated that grouping students so that they are homogeneous 
in ability has serious drawbacks . Furthermore, they would recommend 
against any method of grouping that puts the weaker members of a 
class together on teams. 
Boocock and Schild (1968) conclude that: 
"consistent empirical evidence shows that the 
relationship between learning in & game situation 
and performance in school setting ... is very weak" 
{p. 256). 
This suggests that a student who performed poorly in conventional vmr:-:: 
12. 
is as likely as any other student to do well at learning in a simulation 
game. However, according to the studies of Edwards (197lb), 
Magnelia (1969), Muhlerin (1971) and Fletcher (1968) reported by 
Livingston and Stoll (1973) high ability level participant3 in simulation 
games showed greater understanding of the analogies between the game 
and the real situation than did the low ability students. In addition 
students of .high ability were better at perceiving the consequences 
of the rules of the game than the low ability students . However, on 
measureEI. perforiY'.ance during a sirrn.llation game, the low ability students 
outscored the high ability students, 
Role change effect 
An advantage claimed for simulation games is the role change 
that they provide for the teacher. The teacher is no longer seen by 
the students as their judge because the interactions which the student 
makes within the game determine his success or failure. Boocock and 
Coleman (1968) stated "in games the discipline arises internally from 
the necessity to obey if the game is to continue" (p. 219) . Livingston 
and Stoll (1973) wrote that Irost simulations affect the student 
13. 
teacher relationship. The teacher serves as an interpreter and observer, 
explaining the rules and posing questions, ani noting points that will 
have to be made when the classes discuss the game. Furthermore, because 
the teacher is not grading the student, the tension between them is 
reduced. In simulation games students learn quickly and naturally about 
the results of their decisions~ without feeling that they are being 
judged. Sharan (1976) stated that "it resembles real-life feedback 
rrechanisms, since results are usually our source of l:mowledge about 
our activities; in adult societies there are no good marks from the 
teachers". In addition, the player's information about his results 
comes from the participants , his peers , rather than from the teachers . 
It is recognized that all relevant research studies have not 
been included in this survey. Furthermore, there is the realization 
that investigation biases were reflected in the selection and reporting 
of findings. However, the investigation o.f simulation games appear to 
substantiate the following: 
1. Simulation games are effective techniques in positively 
changing student attitudes and opinions. 
2 . Simulation games appear to be as effective as other 
methods for teaching factual knowledge and intellectual skills. 
3. The majority of students indicated they preferred simu-
lation games to traditional classroom activities. 
4. Immediate feedback on actions and their consequences 
in a simulation game permits participants to see cause and effect 
relationships and provides a link between thought~ action and 
participation. 
5. Simulation games obtain and maintain student attention 
and interest . 
6. Homogeneous grouping in sirmllation games can have 
serious drawbacks. 
The literature review has cited studies concerning 
reactions of participants to simulation ga~es on several variables. 
The writer proposes to develop a simulation game to be used by 
high school students in the area of social studies. Grade nine and 
ten students will participate in playing the developed simulation 
game. After playing the game each student will complete the game's 
questionnaire. Analysis of the questionnaire will enable the writer 
to compare the results of the reactions of students according to 
grade level~ intellectual quotient and sex differences. The researcher 
will endeavour to ascertain if some of the trends in the study 
concur with findings of other researchers. 
14. 
The purpose of the study 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate a researcher 
produced simulation game. The following question will be investigated: 
Will the simulation game "Negotiation" significantly change 
cognitive outcomes of grade nine and ten students when sex dif~ 
ferences, intellectual quotients, and grade levels are taken into 
account? 
Definiti-ons 
For the purpose of this study the follo~dng terms will be 
defined as: 
Simulation: A simulation is defined as 
"an operating model, a reproduction or imitation of 
the physical or social phenomena consisting of a set of 
interrelated factors which fUnction together in essentially 
15. 
the same manner as the actual or hypothetical system (Boocock,l968, 
p. 4)". 
Simulation game: A simulation game as the name implies contains 
characteristics of both a simulation and a game. It is defined as 
"an activity in which participants interact within 
an artificially produced environment which recreates 
some aspects of social reality. The participants, 
termed players, assume roles of individuals or groups 
who exist in the particular social system being simulated. 
Their goals and those of the actors they represent are 
the same (Maidrnent and Bronstein, 1973, p. 6 ) ". 
Game: A game is defined as 
"as activity in which people agree to abide by a set of 
conditions in order to achieve a desired state or end (Shirts, 
~972}". 
- Role play: It is defined as a structured extention of 
play. It is trying out first person action in a situation. 
Sociodrarna: .. role playing as a means of seeking a solution 
to a social problem (Gibbs, 197 4)" . 
Simulators : . . designed to represent a real situation, t ·e> 
provide a student with control over that situation, and to vary con-
ditions during training, so that the task can be made progressively 
more difficult (Gibbs, 1974) 11 • 
Case study: . . present a problem for discussion~ derive the -
problem from previous events and typically deal -with problerrs involving 
people (Gibbs~ 197 4)" . 
Interaction: . . flow of resources and information to and f'rom 
each player (Gibbs, 19742" . 
Data bank: . . a retrieval centre for L~ormation needed during 
the actual playing of a simulation garre . 
Significance of the study 
In the past decade there has been som~ concern expressed about 
traditional teaching :rrethods . Raser , (~969) reported that the fLndings 
of social and political theorists suggest that a l arge proportion of 
the adult population felt their educational experiences did not ade-
quately prepare them for the world in which they live. Furthermore, 
the apathy and boredom of students, and the fact that many of them quit 
before completing higp school is a rnaj or concern of educators . Adding 
to the dilemma is the evidence Nhich suggest the future vlill be rrore 
corrplete because r:,;: the explosion of knowledge and the transformation 
of the technological and social environuents. 
It appears that if the objective of preparing students for 
the future is to be achieved, more realistic methods of teaching 
and classroom instruction will have to be examined. Raser_, 
(1969) maintained that educators insist that knowledge of' complex 
systems will have more value and be more relevant than specified 
skills or expertise in a single subject. Gillispie_, (1973) 
suggested that simulation games give the student a chance to 
learn about systems and their complexities by writing the 
following: 
"In the best simulation games this mocx:i allows participants 
to examine complex systerrs of' interaction in their complexity_, 
rather than an isolated entities_, to engage in rational 
decision~g procedures and approach problems from the 
perspective of' several disciplines (p. 4)". 
Simulation games have been used successfully in the social studies 
area. Walf'ord (1971) reported that simulation games have begun 
to take their place in the study of geography as aids to linder-
standing fundamental ideas in geograpLy. 
By developing a simulation game that could be used in the 
social studies high school program_, the writer would be aiding 
the educational endeavour ·of' many teachers who desire to use 
simulation games ih the classroom. FUrthermore_, a simulation 
game would give students an opportunity to learn_, as in real life_, 
the issues involved in the problem being simulated. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND INFORlVIA.TION OF THE FISHERIES 
The following chapter presents a resume of the major issues 
of the Law of the Sea Conferences from 1958 to 1975 and includes a 
brief literature review of the fishing efforts of.f Canada's east coast . 
The seas which cover more than two-thirds o.f the earth's 
surface form a vital part in the ecosystem of the entire world. The 
microscopic plants which live in the seas produce by photosynthesis a 
large percentage of the earth's oxygen which is essential for all life. 
'Ihese microscopic plants, the phytoplankton, are believed to be the 
basis for the marine food chain, at the top of which we find the fish 
and other living resources on which man depends. 
It appears that if marine ecosystems are to be maintained in 
their present form, man will have to harvest the stocks o.f marine life 
at a rate that will permit their continuing reproductions . Furthermore, 
the oceans and their environments will have to be managed to keep them 
free .from dangerous levels of pollution. However, since one nation 
cannot enforce pollution controls on another nation, management cannot 
be accorrplished by nations acting independently. The only solution 
appears . to be t~e establishing of an international body that would 
enforce strict scientific controls of the seas and their resources. 
International bodies have been trying to arrive at solutions 
concerning the seas and their resources for several years. The first 
Law of the Sea Con.ference was held during 1958 and resulted in four 
international conventions, all of which dealt with issues of renewable 
resources utilization. The Canadian D=partrrent of the Evnironment 
(1973) listed the four conventions as being: the Geneva Convention 
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on the Higtl seas, the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone Convention, 
the Fishing and Conservation of Living Resources Convention, and the 
continental Shelf Convention. Apparently the 1958 I.aw of the Sea 
conference failed to reach agr'eement on hvo vital questions: the 
breadth of the territorial sea, and the nature and limits of jurisdiction 
over the fisheries adjacent to coastal states. 
TWo years later in 1960 a second Law of the Sea Conference 
was convened. Canada played a rnaj or role at the 1960 conference in 
atterrpting to extend the rights of the coastal states. However, the 
two questions which concerned the 1958 conference remained unsettled. 
Canadian delegates' efforts to obtain agreement from other 
nations on extending Canada's jurisdiction to nine miles· had been un-
successful, and it was evident that action would have to be taken 
without international agreement. This action occurred in 1964 when 
Canada declared a nine-mile contiguous fishing zone adjacent to the 
territorial sea. The Canadian· Department of the Environrrent (1973) 
stated that the contiguous fishing zone gave Canadians exclusive 
rights out to twelve miles. 
Canada further developed its control of the territorial sea in 
1970. The Canadian Department of the Environment stated: 
"In 1970 Canada declared a 12-mile territorial sea and 
also established a series of fishing closing lines giving 
Canadian exclusive rights to fish in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, Bay of Fundy, Queen Charlotte Sound, Hecate 
Strait, an~ Dixon Entrance" (p. 4) . 
Canada also took special measures in 1970 to protect the marine 
envirorunent of the Arctic by declaring a 100-mile pollution prevention 
zone. 'Ihere are indications that the Arctic is very sensitive to 
pollutants_, and if' a major oil spill occurred there it could be 
disastrous to the marine life. 
'Ihe two Law of' the Sea Conferences held in 1958 and 1960 
respectively encouraged international thinking about agreements on 
the oceans regarding living and non-living resources . In the late 
1960's the United Nations established the Seabed Committee to study 
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the need for reserving the seabed and oce&i floor beyond the limits of' 
national jurisdiction for exclusively peaceful purposes. These efforts 
were further realized in 1970 when the United Nations decided to convene 
a third Law of' the Sea Conference to begin late in 1973. Th~ organ-
izational meetings established the working rules and the actual sessions 
were to begin in Santiago_, Chile in April_, 1974. However_, certain 
organizational problems deten~ned that the third Law of the Sea Conference 
be held at Caracas, Venezuela_, two months later. 
'Ihe Law of the Sea Conference at Caracas was characterized 
by a split between the developed countries on one side and the developing 
countries on the other on certain issues. According to Buzan (1974) 
the various groUps formed one of' the most important elements of' the 
negotiations. Members of the Coastal group_, for example_, produced an 
integrated set of' draft articles on the territorial sea_, archipelagos_, 
the exclusive economic zone_, and tre continental shelf. Members of the 
landlocked and geographical-disadvantaged group presented draft articles 
on their right to participate in exploitation of the living and non-
living resources of their coastal neighbors. According to Buzan (1974) 
while many states supported their claim to participate in fishing_, 
there were strong objections to the sharing of continental resources, 
especially oil. 
Canada, at the Third Law of' the Sea Conference, stated its 
position on a number of issues, the main ones being: control over 
fisheries in a zone of 200 miles from its coast; control over the sea-
bed out to 200 miles or to the rr:argin of' the continental shelf', 
whichever was greatest; control over archipelagic waters; and pollution 
control within the economic zone. Most of these issues were opposed by 
different nations, especially the distant-water fishing states. 
Canadian delegates argued that the 200-mile exclusive economic zone 
would help in solving the fisheries problem. 
Davies ( 197 4) argued on the following points : 
1. Coastal stocks must be managed on a scientific and 
functional basis which rreans they ITD..lst be managed as a whole. 
Appropriate recognition must therefore be given to the 
interests of' the coastal state with regard to these stocks 
in areas adjacent to the economic zone. 
2. To ensure adequate protection and proper management 
of the anadrornous stocks sueh as salmon, fishing for these 
species must be prohibited outside the economic zone. 
3. We need comprehensive management of wide-ranging stocks 
such as tLma and whales . We must accorrnn:xlate the authority 
of the Coastal State over such stocks when they are found 
within the economic zone. Canada believes this balance of 
interests can be struck by cooperation between the relevant 
international commissions and the Coastal States concerned. 
4. Finally, to ensure optiiTD.lm utilization of the living 
resources of the economic zone (as distinct from those of 
the Continental Shelf'), foreign states should be allowed to 
fish for the surplus of stocks not reserved for the Coastal 
State. 
Canada appeared to have reason to argue for control of' the continental 
shelf' by the Coastal State because the1~ were indications that fish 
stocks off its coast had declined seriously since 1968. (See Appendix 
1 for fishing statistics). Although the fishing off Canada's east 
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coast had been controlled by the International Commission for the North-
west Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) since 1949 there was reason to believe 
that the controls were not adequate. 
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ICNAF, which is corrprised of sixteen merrber countries in-
cluding the United States and Canada, was formed for the purpose of 
managing the western Atlantic fishery resources on a maximumrsustainable-
yield basis. Logp.n (1974) maintained that ICNAF' s effectiveness as a 
conservation organization is seriously hampered by the need for una~imity 
in making policy. ICNAF is also hindered by the lack of adequate in-
spection and enforcerrent procedures. Logan (1974) explained that ICNAF 
does not have an independent scientific staff and must rely upon the 
advice of experts employed by individual member nations. For these and 
other reasons ICNAF has failed to control the fishing effort by certain 
member countries during the last fifteen years. Apparently, according 
to Logp.n (1974) certain species of fish tt~hich are of vital importance 
to Canadian and U.S. fishermen have been decimated. The most obvious 
specie is haddock. (See appendix for haddock statistics). For Canada 
and especially Newfoundland there appears to be a direct relationship 
between the off-shore fishing effort by foreign draggers and a decline 
in the inshore fishery . 
Terrpleman (1966) maintained that since 1960 European trawlers 
have trawled winter and spring on the prespawning, spawning and post-
spawning concentrations of cod on the southern Labrador Shelf. Further-
more, the autumn trawling on the southern and southwestern parts of the 
Hamilton Inlet Eank is fairly close to shore. As a result of increased 
fishing effort by European trawlers, the cod landings taken from ICNAF 
areas off Labrador increased from four percent of ICNAF landings in 
1955-58 to fifteen percent in 1959 - 61, and eighteen percent in 1961-64. 
Furthermore, Templeman (1966) stated: 
"tagging has shown that this deep water~ winte:::--catch 
includes large numbers of cod which after spending winter 
in deep water move shoreward in late June and early July 
to provide for the coastal fishery (p. 29)". 
According to Templeman (1966) the off-shore fishery affects the inshore 
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fishery of Labrador and Northern Newfoundland by reducing both quantities 
and size of cod. 
The Labrador cod stock is ~arge and fish experts believe there 
are several sub-stocks within the stock. This cod stock moves inshore 
during summer and moves off-shore again in autumn. 'Ihe IGNAF areas 
affected by the Labrador cod stock range generally from 2G to 3K. (See 
appendix 1 from map of North Atlantic). 
Ot:Oer stocks of cod are found on the Grand Bank in ICNAF 
areas 3L~ 3N and 30; the Flemish Cap in ICNAF area 3M; St. Pierre Bank 
in ICNAF area 3Ps; and the western Newfo...mdland cod stock in the Gulf 
of St . Lawrence. 
Other species of fish and their movements have also been 
monitored. Scientific research reported by TVBmorial University of 
Newfoundland Extension Service (1973) indicated that water temperature~ 
type of bottom~ and feeding habits affect the movement of different 
species of fish. It appears that scientists have sufficient data to 
be able to specify the quantity and species of fish that should be 
caught in each ICNAF area. 
At the continuation of the third Law of ~he Sea Conference at 
Geneva~ during May~ 1975 ~ Canada again pressed for control of the 
fisheries within a 200-mile zone around its coast. However~ according 
to the United Nations (1975) the 200-mile zone was not obtained. After 
this failure certain Canadians contended that Canada should unilaterally 
declare a 200-mile zone in order to save the fishery. The Evening 
Telegram (1975) stated: 
"Canada is unable to wait any longer and should declare 
a 200-mile exclusive economic fishing zone imrrediately in 
order to save the east coast fishery (p. 3)". 
However, Canadian delegates continued to work within the f'rame of the 
international commission (IGNAF) and during January, 1977 arrived at 
agreements with major fishing nations . The agreements made it possible 
for Canada to declare a 200-mile fishing zone and have limited control 
over other nations fishing within the zone. Although the fish quotas 
for each nation will have to be set by an international body, there is 
reason to believe that Canada will gr>adually obtain more control of the 
2 00-mile zone . 
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CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPi'llEIJT OF THE STI1tr"J,TIO?J GAHE "NEGOTIAT:tO: I" 
flfETI :ODS A! JD PROCEDURES 
Included in the f'ollm·Iing chapter is an outline of the steps 
ta}:en in designing the simulation game " Jegotiation". Furthennore, 
the chapter deals with some of the difficulties encountered during the 
developmental stages, and in administering the ga.rre to high school 
students. 
Tne sinulation garre model 
The garre plan rr.odel proposed by r ~Iaidrrent and Bronstein (1973) 
and used by the writer in developing the simulation gar.Ie "Negotiation" 
involves seven·steps. 
S~ep 1. Elect a Ga~ Approach 
In electing a garre approach the 1·rriter had to consider the 
objectives of the instructional rr.edia, dete~e the needs of the 
students, and select the type of simulation r;arne to be used. 
Step 2. Prepare GaJPe Objectives 
Tne second step involved determining the specific problems to 
be studied and keeping the probler:1 vd.thin a specified scope of operation. 
The broad 3.L1d specific objectives 1•1ere outlined to give the @:arre an 
ordered structure. 
Step 3. C0llect Data for Gane Hodel 
In selectinp; the data, it vms necessary to identif'y sources, 
collect from appropriate sources, and orr;anize the mterial. '~":Tnen the 
above 'IH3.3 completed, the tiriter searched for an applicable J?:2.r.1e model. 
'The p:arre JTK)del proposed by I-':aic1;:--ent a'ld Bronstein (1973) 1·:hich [".ives a 
step by step outline of operations involved i n designing a game was 
selected. 
Step 4. Design Game Model 
A developer designing or adopting a game model has to weigh 
s everal pertinent factors such as identif'ying the participants ' r oles _, 
their goals , and interactions which will occur during the simulat ion 
game . Furthermore, the roles _, goals , and interactions have to be 
adapted to a particular game structure. 
Step 5. Develop Game Materials 
During the fifth step the game's materials are organized, 
roles defined and game rules are formulated. In addition_, supple-
mentary materials may be added to fill apparent gaps in the simulation 
game . 
Step 6. Execute the Game 
.:Lnvol vement of participants in playing the game requires that 
control familiarize all players with the simulation game by explaining 
rules and reg.llations; by providing an appropriate setting and arrw.ge-
m ent for playing; and by ensuring that the game is played according to 
the game plan. 
Step 7 . Evaluate the Game 
Evaluation of the simulation game implicates a postgame 
analysis by control to assess the areas of the game that could be 
improved and obtain participants ' reactions to the gp.me. Tile reactions 
of t he participant can be important in making minor changes to the g:une. 
Steps 6 and 7 may have to be repeated sever al times to remedy flaws in 
the game . 
.. 
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EVALUATE THE GAME 
Provide post-game analysis 
Review tapes 
Test game objectives 
Redesign the gp.rre 
EXECUTE THE GAME 
Check logistics 
Review naterials 
Orient players 
Play the game 
DEVEIDP GAME MATERIALS 
\'Trite scenario 
Refine roles 
Prepare game rules 
Plan supplementary 
naterials 
ELECT A GAME APPROACH 
Consider course objectives 
Determine student needs 
eview logistics 
Select game type 
, THG 
PREP ARE GAME OBJEGriVES 
Select game subject 
Determine game scope · 
Differetiate game objectives 
\llr te specific ob.jecti ves 
LIEGr GAME MJDEL 
Determine needed data 
IdentifY data resources 
Organize data 
Search for applicable 
models 
DES GN A GAME MODEL 
IdentifY act~rs 
IdentifY actor goals 
IdentifY actor resources 
IdentifY actor interactions 
~velopment of' the simulation game ''Negotiation" 
It has become apparent that the oceans of' the world are be-
coming increasingly irrportant not only f'or their vast f'ood supplies, 
but also f'or their valuable minerals. 'Ihe Law of' the Sea Conf'erence 
held at Geneva, 1975 identif'ied the main issues as mineral rigtlts under 
the oceans , pollution of' the oceans , management of' the fisheries , and 
passage of' warships through· strategic waters. Although there was not 
a consensus reached at the Geneva Law of the Sea Conference as to 
giving coastal nations complete control over continental shelf' waters, 
it was apparent that most nations believed the coastal states should 
have some degree of control. 
The writer believed a simulation game which would involve 
participants in making decisions about issues concerning a country, 
s uch as Canada, obtainin£; a 200-mile exclusive economic zone would be 
a good method to teach the concept of a 200-mile limit. A simulation 
game would utilize role playing techniques and present the problem as 
in a real lif'e situation. 'Ihe participants \·muld become aware that 
it is a problem that they must endeavour to solve by in-group and be-
tween group interactions . 
'Ihe simulation game "Negotiation" created an awareness of' the 
many issues involved in both obtaining and managing a 200-mile zore. 
By participation in the simulation, the students would be made aware 
of the viewpoints of' other nations in a realistic manner. 
Since the problem is relatively corrplex, the simulation game 
was designed f'or high school students and could be used in conjunction 
with the social studies program in these grades. 
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'Ihe ideal would have been to simulate a Conference on the 
Law of' the Sea, involving e-very country and the viewpoints of' ea.ch . 
However, this was not possible. Instead, the writer chose seven countries 
whose viewpoints gave a cross-sectional view of' the diversity of' 
opinions that existed at the Conferences on the Law of' the Sea at 
Caracas (1974) and Geneva (1975). The information was gained by 
reading reports from both conferences and from reading viewpoints of' 
delegates and reporters at both conferences. 
When the writer decided on a topic of' international relations~ 
a game model, which consisted of' delegates from different countries 
meeting to discuss vital world issues, was formulated. After a revie"l.AT 
of' several simulation games~ it was decided to center the simulation 
game "Negotiation" around the concept of' data-ban.."ks . This meant that 
the seven countries , each corrprised of' four delegates , \ATOuld have access 
to a data-bank where information was available to enable them to make 
a realistic decision concerning the proposed problerm. To obtain in-
formation from the data-bank~ the country's delegp.tes would have to 
present a written question to Control requesting specific information. 
If' the information was available, a card from the data-bank containing 
the requested information would be given to the country's delegates. 
To ensure (after Control had arranged the gp.me's setting and 
the information concerning the playing of "Negotiation;: had been given 
out to the participants) that the gp.me wouJd not stagnate at that point~ 
each role card contained a basic question that the participant should 
first endeavour to answer. This gave e3.ch country four different 
questions which could be directed to Control to get the game started. 
FUrthermore, to help ensure that the country's delegates continue d 
to ask questions, each data-card alluded to additional information 
which possibly could be found in the data-bank. Each country had its 
ovm data-bank, but the information contained in each data-bank was 
identical. 
During the playing of "Negotiation" rather than having 
several delegates standing at Control waiting for the requested i~ 
formation to be given to them, it was decided to have the delegates of 
each country bring his requests and leave them near the data-bank of 
his respective country. Then, after Control had located the data-
card containing the requested information, each delegate would be 
signaled to pick up the data-card. If the requested information was 
not available, Control would relay this information to the delegate. 
Time allotments were another consideration since the game 
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would need three to five 40-r.Iinute periods to corrplete a playing period. 
For exanple, how could Control regulate the game if only one 40-rninute 
period at any one sitting was available. This problem was experienced 
with a university class when the simulation game "Negotiation" was 
played over a three day period. The problem \'ras solved by collecting 
in all the information given out, and keeping each country's information 
in a separate folder. Also, t~e data-cards vvere collected and kept 
separate from those in the data-bank so that at the beginning of the 
next playing period they could be given back to the respective countries. 
It can be speculated that the gaining of information from the 
data-banks would stimulate discussion and interaction within groups, 
b ut not between groups . To provide an avenue for interaction between 
groups, several time periods during the garne' s playing period were 
designated for talks and discussions to occur between countries. Ror 
example, the Chief Negotiator of Opikland could confer with the Chief 
Negotiator of Translandia to try to find out the views of Translandia 
on a particular issue. 
The names of the countries, place names, and names for the 
fishing banks were obtained from readings and from colleagues . For 
example, Translandia was selected to represent the large country of 
the U.S.S.R. while Gadus, the scientific name for cod, was chosen for 
the island depicting Newfoundland. 
A map was required that would be similar to the east coast 
of Canada but would be sufficiently different so that it would not be 
readily identified as a representation of the particular area. The 
desired shape of the map was finally produced by tracing several 
countries of South America and Europe and fitting the countries to-
gether in a suitable marmer. After the writer produced the map on a 
large scale drawing, it was taken to the graphics division of Memorial 
University and reduced to the specified dimensions. 
Instrumentation and analysis procedures 
This section will review how the instrument (the question-
naire) used in the study was developed and validated. The 
questionnaire was designed to investigate the participants' perceptions 
and reactions to the developed simulation game "Negotiation". 
To develop the questionnaire, the writer consulted with two 
social studies experts. In addition, questionnaires, checklists, and 
strategy sheets were studies and analysed to aid the writer in the 
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creation of a suitable questionnaire. These included the questionnaire 
of the study conducted by Groorr.e ( 197 4) on the Life Career Simulat ton 
oarre; the checklist of Guetzkow and Cherryholmes (1966) used in the 
Inter-Nation Simulation Kit; the questions proposed by Nastrude and 
Grant (1969) for the simulation ga~ Mini-City. 
Analysis of the question~aires mentioned above helped the 
vrriter decide "'rhat items should be included in the questionnaire .for 
the simulation gmne "Negotiation". (See Appendix B for the identi.fica-
tion o.f main a...-reas. ) Furthermore, those i te!Tls 1·rere exa111ined and 
scrutinized by university faculty and graduate students in social 
studies to detect \veaknesses a."ld .flm-rs in the questionnaire. 
The .first dra.ft o.f the questionnaire included seventeen 
m:.1ltiple-choice questions v.dth each question having three choices, and 
three open-ended q~.1estions. The questionnaire t.-'ras then analysed by the 
s ocial studies ex-perts a.'ld post-graduate students v-,rho. made :further 
changes a'1d revisions. Sol:€ o.f the changes included the deleting of 
item 14 since it was almost identical to item 3, and revising the 
l·Jording in i terns 3, 4, 5, and 12 to make the staterrents more precise. 
Tne revised questionnaire consisted of 16 multiple-choice questions 
and 4 open-ended questions. 
During the pilot testing with Class A and Class B, several 
\'rords 1,1;ere changed to f!.J. ve students clea.""'?J"'' understa'lding of' 'l.vhat the 
questions meartt. In item 3 TIHovr would you" was changed to "You 1.-.rould"; 
in item 4 "Do you consider" was cha'lg;ed to u In your opinion"; in item 
12 "Em..r do you consider" vras changed to "Hmv do you rate". It appeared 
t ; !3.t the above chc:mges ;,.rere adequate and no other changes T.·rere made in 
the questio~Daire. 
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Another evaluation instrument used in the study was an Otis-
Lennon test which was used to collect intellectual quotients of students 
involved in the study. According to Mllholland (1972) the construction 
and norming of the Otis-Lennon test adhered to the highest levels of 
current standards and is a product of exceptional merit. The standard-
ization sample was well chaseD and for grades l - 12 the sample per 
grade varied in size from 1+,866 to 14,746. Scores on the Otis-Lennon 
test may be expressed as deviation IQ's and as age and grade percentile 
ranks and stanines. The standard errors of measurement, based on 
alternate-forms reliability estimates for IQ's from the Otis-Lennon 
vary from 3.9 to 7.0 points (Mllholland, 1972). Furthermore, the test 
correlates adequately with educational criteria and with other measures 
of general scholastic aptitude. 
To analyse the data, the writer utilized r.he Chi Square for 
Correction of Continuity which is rec~mnended by Blalock (1972) when-
ever the expected frequency in any cell falls below 10. The formula 
for the Chi Square for Correction of Continuity is 
N (ad - be - ~) 2 2 
(a+ b)(c + d)(a + c)(b +d) 
Comparisons of the reactions of grade nine students to the sjmula~ion 
game "Negotiation", according to sex and intellectual quotient, were 
analysed by means of the Chi Square for Correction of Continuity. 
To compare the reactions of grade ten students according to 
sex and intellectual quotient, the sixteen items of the questionnaire 
were analysed by the Fisher Exact Test. Blalock (1972) stated that in 
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the case of 2 x 2 tables, where N is small, it is possible to use the 
Fisher Exact Test which gives exact rather than approximate probabilities. 
Furthermore , the Fisher test is most useful in cases of very small 
N's or whenever the total sample size is moderate but one or more of 
the rnarginals is very small. The formula for the Fisher Exact Test is 
(A + B)! (C + D)! (A + C)! (B + D)! 
p 
N! A! B! C! D! 
The level of significance for both the Chi Square and the Fisher test 
was • 05. 
Descriptive hypotheses used in the study 
The following descriptive hypotheses were used in the study : 
l. :s there a difference between the reactions of grade nine 
high school students to t,he simulation game "Negotiation" according to 
sex differences? 
2. Is there a difference between the reactions of grade nine 
high school students to the sirml.lation game "Negotiation" according to 
intellectual quotient? 
3. Is there a difference between the reactions of grade ten 
high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" according to 
sex differences? 
4. Is there a difference between the reactions of grade ten 
high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" according to 
intellectual quotient? 
5. Is there a difference between the reactions of high. school 
students to the simulation game "Negotiation" according to grade level? 
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Adrninistration ·of the simuJ.atiort ga."'Tle "Negotiation" 
Formulation and construction of a sirm.llation game v.1as insuf-
ficient to the present investigation and some means of evaluating ~rhether 
the game could be successfully used in a school situation had to be 
/ 
determined. 'Ihe method selected was a forrnati ve evaluation procedure 
and as the term irrplies, evaluation occurred at several stages (Bloom, 
Hastings, and Madaus, 1971). 
After the initial design of the simulation game had been com-
pleted, the writer selected two high school classes in Stephenville to 
participate in the game during June, 1975. The Principals of the two 
high schools were friends of the investigator, and were: quite willing 
to make the necessary arran§ements for students to participate in the 
st1~dy. The Principal at School "A" made provisions for students in the 
academic grade nine class, and the Principal at School "Btl selected a 
grade ten class. The grade nine class was corrprised of students with 
high academic skills, whereas the grade ten class was comprised of 
students ranging from low to high academic skills . 
Arran§ements were made with the Principals of both schools for 
blocks of class time of three forty-minute pericxis. After arriving at 
School "A", the Principal introduced the writer to the classroom teacher 
and the pupils. The classroom teacher stayed with the investigator 
to help in the organization of the class during the first pericxi. 
After giving an introduction on the simulation games with 
special emphasis on the simulation game "Negotiation", seven groups of 
students were selected. Each group had four students. Since the viTiter 
had previously explained to the students that the person vrho vrould 
play the role of Chief Negotiator would have to argue points of dis-
cussion and present the proposal at the end of the game, the selection 
of this role was done very honestly by the class. The honesty of their 
choices was proven later in the game when the writer discovered that 
the two students who were selected by the class had high intellectual 
scores and also debated well during the playing of the game. The '.•zriter 
guided the selection by ensuring that each group was comprised of male 
and female students . When the groups \·.rere chosen, and the country 
name assigned to each, packages of the game's materials were distributed 
to the different groups. Each country group studied and discussed these 
materials for approximately fifteen minutes which completed the first 
forty-minute period. 
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At the end of the first period, the class moved to the school's 
cafeteria to provide more space for playing thE: game. The country groups 
were widely separated in the cafeteria which nEant that the discussions 
within the groups were fairly secret. The first phase of the playi.ng 
of "Negotiation" ended after three forty-minute periods, and the game's 
materials were collected. 
The second phase of the playing of the simulation game 
"Negotiation" occurred on the follo~;ving day at School "A" and continued 
for three forty-minute periods. At the end of the playing phase, each 
group was asked to prepare a proposal for presentation to the class. 
After the presentations, voting by secret ballot was conducted to decide 
which group presented the best proposal. In the presentations, the 
participants expressed their arguments concerning their decisions and 
learned f'rom each other. Tile investigator then debriefed the class on 
the playing of the simulation game concerning their mistakes~ their 
methods of attacking the problem~ and general learning of the game. 
The debriefing period stimulated class discussions about "Negotiation" 
on how they learned or failed to learn from the game. Following the 
post-ga.rre analysis~ each student who participated in the game corrpleted 
the game's questionnaire. The writer asked each participant to be 
especially critical regarding the game in the open-ended questions so 
that the suggestions could be used to further irrprove the gp.me. 
'Ihe second run of the simulation game "Negotiation" began 
'Ihursday morning~ June 5, l975, at School "B". The writer followed 
similar procedures as those carried out at the other high school. 
However, since the class had only fifteen students~ the investigator 
decided to use five cot.mtries and three roles in each country group. 
A selection was made to include the most povrerful fishing nation~ the 
richest nation~ the poorest nation~ a middle power fishing nation~ and 
Opikland~ the country most central to the simulation game. 
In consulation with the classroom teacher~ the investigator 
selected the groups and _ the group leaders and ensured that each group 
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was comprised of male and female students . After the seating was arranged 
m the Social Studies classroom with each participant in his group ~ the 
rna.terials for each country was distributed. The participants were asked 
to study the materials for fi:fteen minutes and to ask questions con-
cerning the game. 
During the playing of the game at School "B" ~ the writer gave 
more time for interaction between groups than had been provided with the 
grade nine class. Most interaction between groups was done for experi-
nental reasons to find out the reactions of students. The grade ten class 
finished the playing of "Negotiation" in five forty-minute period~_, 
one period less than the grade nine class. After the grade ten class 
corr.pleted playing "Negotiation"_, the vrri ter debriefed them on the game 
and administered the game's questionnaire to each participant. The 
writer followed the same procedure in both the grade nine and grade ten 
classes. 
Limitations ·of the study 
'Ihe limitations of the study are recognized as the following: 
1. It is an observational survey report. 
2. A descriptive analysis of the results is given and the 
writer realizes there may be other interpretatio~B. 
3. . Tile study is limited to thirty grade nine students and 
twelve grade ten students . 
4. The sample was limited to forty-two subjects comprise~ of 
twenty-three male and nineteen female students who were selected from 
two high schools of the same town. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
In this chapter the analysis of the results of the study are 
considered in relation to the five descriptive hypotheses presented in 
Chapter III. 
Analysis ·or the descriptive hypotheses 
Hypothesis l: Is there a difference between the reactions of 
grade nine high school students to the simulation game according to sex 
differences? 
Table I indicates that female students produced higher per-
centages than the males on ten of the sixteen i terns . There were 
significant differences on i terns 4 > 5 > 6 and 10. 'Ihe significant dif-
ference in i tern 4 indicates that the grade nine female students were 
more highly involved than the males in the simulation game. Item 5 
su~sts that the females conceptualized their roles significantly 
better than the males. Furthermore, item 6 suggests significant dif-
ferences in the liking of role playing of grade nine male and female 
students . 'Ihe significant difference of reactions of grade · nine m3.le 
and female students to the simulation game appears to be strongly in-
dicated in item 10. Ninety-two percent of the iemale students stated 
definitely they would replay the simulation game "Negotiation" but only 
fifty percent of the male students gave the same positive reply. 
Although there was no significant difference> the percentages 
of item 16 indicated that for a choice of learning> a greater percentage 
TABlE I 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE STUDENTS BY SEX 
Sex 
M F 
Questj.uns Response N = 18 N = 12 x2 
% % 
1. Adequacy of the introduction Excellent 11 33 3.~3 
2. Preparation by teacher is 
necessary Very definitely ~j b'( U.3~0 
3. Contents of the simulation 
game Interesting 100 100 
4. Student involvement in the 
ea,rne playing Highly involved 50 ~3 *5.02 
5. Personal rating of role 
playing vJell 33 75 *6.~n 
6. Liking of role playinG very much 3Y ~3 *7.47 
7. Perceived role playing by 
others Well 44 58 ·, 1'.25 
~. Perceived learnine Well L{Lf 42 0.051 
..r= 
0 
. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
NOTE: 
TABlE I 
Page 2 
Questions 
Perceived use of simulation 
games for teaching 
\\fould replay "negotiation" 
Length of introduction 
Difficulty of simulation game 
Frequency of the use of 
simulation games 
Perceived change of opinion 
as a result of playing the 
simulation game 
Data-Bank information 
Choice of J.earnine method 
Response 
Very definitely 
Very definitely 
Remain as is or be shorter 
Very difficult to manageable 
3hould be used more often 
Vey definitely 
Complete 
Simulation game 
x2 = 3.84 for significant difference 
* Significant difference 
Sex 
M F 
N = 18 N = 12 x2 
7~ ~3 0.973 
?0 ~2 *7.656 
66 75 0.006 
78 75 0,069 
~3 ~3 0.25 
39 33 0.156 
~2 li2 2.3~7 
J6 75 2.159 
.t::' 
f-..J 
• 
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of the female students than males probably would select a simulation 
game rather than a film or study in the library. 
Hypotheses 2: Is there a difference between the reactions 
of grade nine high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" 
according to intellectual quotient? 
Table II appeared to indicate that grade nine students whose 
intellectual quotients were llO or higher, produced greater percentages 
than grade nine students whose intellectual quotients were 109 or below 
on ten items in the questionnaire. 'Ihose percentages rn.ay suggest that 
the higher intellectual group found the simulation game more interesting 
and may have been more highly involved participants than tl)e lower 
intellectual group. Furthermore, the indications seem to suggest that 
the higher intellectual group perceived the use of simulation games in 
the classroom differently than the lower intellectual group. Although 
there werP little percentage differences in most of the items> the lower 
intellectual group appeared to indicate greater importance of preparation 
I 
before playing the game than the higher intellectual group. 
Hypothesis 3: Is there a difference be"t111een the reactions of 
grade ten high 3Chool students to the simulation game "Negotiation" 
according to sex differences? 
Table III seems to suggest very little difference between male 
and female students in grade teu. Although the ferrales produced higher 
percentages than the males on twelve of the sixteen items in the question-· 
naire, only item 14 indicated a difference that was significant. Item 14 
appeared to indicate a significant difference between the perceived change 
of opinion of male and female students in grade ten. Furthermore, item 2 
suggested that male grade ten students may not have believed as strongly 
TABLE II 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE STUDENTS BY IQ 
Questions Response 
1. Adequacy of the introduction Excellent 
2. Preparation by teacher is 
necessary Very definitely 
3. Content of the simulation 
game Interesting 
4. Student involvement in the 
game playing Highly involved 
5. Personal rating of role 
playing ~Jell 
6. Liking of role playing Very much 
7. Perceived role playing by 
others vlell 
8. Perceived }earning Well 
Intellectual 
·Quotient-
110+ 109-
N = 14 N = 16 
7 31 
79 ' 69 
100 94 
71 63 
29 25 
5~ . ' 50 
43 50 
43 78 
x2 
*4.428 
0.252 
0.018 
0.017 
0.129 
0.005 
0.576 
1. 76 
J::" 
w 
. 
TAI3IE II 
Page 2 
Intellectual 
Quotient 
110 + 109-
x2 Questions Response N = 14 N = 16 
Of /0 
'9. Perceived use of simulation 
games for teaching Very definitely 93 e2 0.156 
10. Would replay "Negotiation" Very definitely 71 75 0.037 
11. Length of introduction Remain as is or be shorter 36 19 o.6e1 
12. Difficulty of simulation c;ame Very difficult to manageable e6 69 0.920 
13. Frequency of the use of 
simulation grunes Should be used more often 93 eu 0.015 
14. Perceived chan~e of opinion 
as a result of playing the 
game Very definitely 36 31 0,018 
15. Data-Bank information Complete 36 38 0.231 
16. Choice of learning method Simulation ~arne 79 S1 0.410 
NarE: x2 = 3. 8LI for significant difference * Significant difference 
TllliLE 1II 
. Ht::)P0N0E OF GRAD~ TEN 0'l'UDENT BY SEX 
Questions Hesponses 
1. Adequacy of the introduction Excellent 
2. Preparation by teacher is 
necessary Very definitely 
3. Contents of the simulation 
game Interesting 
4. Student involvement in the 
came playing Highly involved 
5. Personal rating of role playing Well 
b. Liking of role playing Very much 
7. Perceived role playing by 
others \..Jell 
e. Perceived learning \'Jell 
Sex 
M F 
N = :; N = 7 
% "!, ,o 
0 ~~ 
bO ~b 
tjO 100 
60 14 
b01, 4j 
40 43 
~o ~3 
~o '(l 
p 
o.31e 
o.31e 
0.4lb 
0.141 
0.152 
0.252 
0.354 
0.244 
J::" 
Vl 
• 
TABLE III 
Page 2 
Sex 
M F 
Questions Respon~e N = 5 N = 7 x2: 
% % 
9 •. Perceived use of simulation 
games for teaching Very definitely bO ~6 0.318 
10. Would replay "Ner;otiation" Very definitely LIO 71 0.265 
11. Length of introduction Remain as is or be shorter 20 29 0.477 
12. Difficulty of ·simulation 
e;ame Very difficult to manageable ~0 100 0.416 
13. Frequency of the use of 
simulation r;ames Should be used more often 80 71 ':·0 .119 
14. Perceived chanr;e of opinion 
as a result of playing the 
simulation game Very definitely 0 57 *0.012 
15. Data-Dank information Complete 40 0 0.152 
16. Choice of learning method Simulation game 60 100 0.152 
NarE: p ~- .05 for significant difference * Significant difference .:::: Q'\ 
. 
as the females about adequate preparation for playing the simulation 
g arne "Negotiation" . 
Hypothesis 4 : Is there a difference between the reactions of 
grade ten high school students to the simulation game ''Negotiation" ac-
e ording to intellectual quotient? 
An analysis of Table IV suggested grade ten students h aving an 
intellectual quotient of 100 or higher, indicated they found the sim-
u lation game more interesting, liked and played their roles better, 
perceived they learned better and perceived a change of opinion to a 
greater extent than did the lower intellectual group. The significant 
difference in item 9 of Table IV suggested that the higher and lower 
intellectual groups appeared to react quite differently regarding the 
use of simulation games in the classroo~. Item 12 sug~sted that the 
lower intellectual group appeared to find the simulation game ''Negotiation" 
more difficult than the high intellectual group. Furthermore, the 
result of the response to item 16 appeared to reflect some difficulty 
that the lower intellectual group may have encountered with the simr 
u lation game ''Negotiation" because only 67% jnticated they would probably 
choose a sirm.llation game. However, 100% of the higper intellectual group 
implied they conceivably would select a simulation game to learn a 
certain concept when the choices were study in the library, a film, and 
a slmulation game. 
Hypothesis 5: Is there a difference be~reen the reactions of 
high school students to the sirrulation ga-ne "Negotiation" according to 
grade level? 
A survey of Table V appeared to suggest that grade nine students 
may have been rflOre positive than the grade ten students in their reactions 
TABlE N 
RESPONSE OF GRADE TEN STUDENT BY IQ 
Questions Respor.se 
1. Adequacy of the introduction Excellent 
2. Preparation by teacher is 
necessary Very definitely 
3. Contents of the simulation 
game Interestin~ 
4. Student involve~nent in the 
game playine Hie;hly involved 
5. Personal rating of role 
playing \vell 
6. Liking of playing roles Very much 
7. Perceived role playing by 
others ~Jell 
e. Perceived learning Well 
Intellectual 
Quotient 
100+ 
N = 6 
17 
100 
100 
17 
67 
67, 
33 
67 
99-
N = 6 
17 
. 97 
U3 
.50 
33 
33 
33 
33 
p 
0.545 
0.454 
0.500 
0.242 
0.244 
0.244 
0.455 
0.244 
J:= 
(X) 
• 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
TABLE IV 
Page 2 
Questions 
Perceived use of simulation games 
games for teaching 
\~ould replay "Negotiation" 
Length of introduction 
Difficulty of simulation 
r;arne 
Frequency of the use of 
simulation games 
Perceived change of opinion 
as a result of playing the 
simulation game 
Data-Bank infromation 
Choice of learning method 
Response 
Very definitely 
Very definitely 
Remain as is or be shorter 
Ve~; difficult to m&nageable 
Should be used more often 
Very definitely 
Complete 
Simulation game 
Intellectual 
Quotient 
100+ 99-
N = 6 N = 6 
67 ~53 
67 50 
33 17 
83 100 
83 67 
50 17 
17 17 
100 67 
NOTE: p .05 for siGnificant difference * significant difference 
p 
*0.045 
0.757 
0.409 
0.500 
0.409 
0.242 
0.545 
0.227 
-l=" 
\.0 
• 
TABLE V 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE CO·ll'ARED TO GRADE TEN STUDENTS 
Grade 
9 10 
Questions Response N = 30 N = 12 
0 % to 
1. Adequacy of the introduction Excellent 20 17 
2. Preparation by the teacher is 
necessary Very definitely eo 92 
3. Contents of the simulation 
game Interesting 100 92 
4. Student involvement in the 
ga'Tle playine; Hi[ihly involved 63 25 
5. Personal rating of role 
playing 'vJell 23 50 
b. Liking of playing roles Very rnuc~1 ?7 su 
7. Perceived role playing by 
others Hell 47 33 
e. Perceived learning Well 43 ?U 
x2 
0.467 
l.B92 
0.230 
1.e39 
*4.23G 
U.002 
0.169 
U.541 
U1 
0 
. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
TABLE V 
Pap;e 2 
Questions 
Perceived use of simulation 
games for teaching 
Would replaj "Negotiation" 
Lenpth of introduction 
Difficulty of simulation game 
Frequency of the use of 
simulation e;ames 
Perceived change of opinion 
as a result of playing the 
simulation game 
Data-Bank information 
Choice of learning method 
era de 
9 
Response N = 30 
U/ ;a 
Very definitely 90 
Very definitely 73 
Remain as is or be shorter 43 
Very difficult to manageable 77 
Should be used more often 90 
Very definitely 37 
Complete 33 
Simulation game 73 
NarE: x2 = 3.84 for significant difference * Significant difference 
10 
N = 12 x2 
0 
0 
75 0.588 
58 0.337 
25 0.568 
83 2,413 
75 0.588 
33 0.023 
!j 1.629 
75 0,249 
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to the simulation game "Negotiation". However, the responses of' both 
grade nine and ten students appeared to indicate that the contents of' 
"Negotiation" were interesting and that si.rnilar simulation games could 
possibly be used rrore f'requently in the classroom. Furthennore, the 
responses to the questionnaire seemingly suggested that if' the grade 
nine and ten students had a_choice of' method of' learning a concept, 
a simulation game probably would be selected more of'ten than a f'ilm 
or study in the library. The questions in the study \'lhich yielded 
significant results are presented in table f'orm in appendix-G. 
Surrrnary 
The measured reactions of' male and f'ern.ale students in grade 
nine indicated that the female students appeared to lil<e playing roles 
better, and gp..ve rrore positive indications of wanting to replay the 
simulation game "J.Jegotiation" than did the male students. However, 
the measured reactions of male and female students in grade ten 
indicated very little differences concerning role playing and the 
r-eplaying of' the s:i.Jm.liation game "Negotiatlon". 
The students of' both grade nine and grade ten gp.ve 
indications which suggested that the higher intellectual groups found 
the simulation game "Negotiation" more interesting and liked role 
playing more than the lower intellectual groups. 
summary 
CHAPrER v 
SUMMARY_, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND DTPLICATIONS 
'Ihe rnaj or task o.f this study was to develop and evaluate a sim-
u lation game. The study attempted to determine i.f differences in reactions 
to the simulation game "Negotiation" occurred in the categories o.f sex_, 
grade level and intellectual qu?tient. 
These reactions were measured by an instrwrent in the .form o.f 
a questionnaire comprised o.f sixteen multiple-choice and .four open-ended 
questions. All categories o.f the item were validated by professional 
j udgrrent to ensure a suitable instrument. 'Ihe questionnaire assess~d the 
reactions o.f students pertaining to such .factorp as liking o.f simulation 
garres, perception o.f role playing, involverrent in role playing, and choice 
o .f lea.Y'!l.ing method. A second instrument, the Otis-Lennon test determined 
the intellectual quotients o.f students. Samples in the study consisted 
o.f .forty-two gade nine and ten students who were selected f'rom two high 
schools. The Otis-Lennon test was administered prior to participation 
in the simulation game. After the students participated in the simulation 
game "Negotiation", they completed the questionnaire. 
Data .from the study were analysed using Chi Square .for Correction 
o.f Continuity and the Fisher Exac~ Test. Tne level o.f significance was .05. 
The following descriptive hypotheses \ITere tested in the study: 
1. Is there a difference between the reactions o.f gade nine 
high school students to the simulation g&'Tie "Negotiation" according to 
s ex differences? 
2. Is there a difference bet\'1een the reactions of grade 
nine high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" 
according to intellectual quotient? 
3. Is there a difference between the reactions of grade 
ten high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" 
according to sex differences? 
4. Is there a dif-ference between the reactions of grade 
ten high school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" 
according to intellectual quotient? 
5. Is there a difference between the reactions of high 
school students to the simulation game "Negotiation" according to 
grade leve 1? 
In addition to statistical tescing of the five descriptive 
hypotheses, a descriptive ana~ysis of the meaning of the scores was 
also presented. Students' responses w-;ere analysed in relation to 
factors of sex, IQ. and grade level. 
Conclusions 
54. 
The conclusions presented in the following section are 
based on the data analysis and results from Chapter IV. Responses 
on the questionnaire for the simulation game "Negotiation" involved 
descriptive hypothesis testing for group differences in category 
percentages and also by related aspects pertaining to \'That the 
percentages for different categories actuallY tell us about students' 
reactions to simulation games. 
Hypothesis One 
Chi square analysis revealed no significant differences between 
the groups on the ma.j ority of variables. This indicated close agreement 
among male and female students in grade nine concerning simulat ion 
games. 
Hypothesis Tvlo 
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Chi square analysis of students' scores indicated some 
differences of reactions among students having different intellectual 
quotients. 
HypOthesis Three 
Fisher Exact Test analysis of the reactions of male and 
female students in grade ten indicated very little differences on any 
of the sixteen items in the questionnaire. 
Hypothesis Four 
Fisher Exact Test analysis indicated differences between the 
higher and lower ability groups of the grade ten class. 
Hypothesis Five 
Chi square analysis suggested that the grade nine students 
gave more positive reactions than the grade ten students concerening 
the simulation game "Negotiation". Hm·;ever, little differences on the 
majority of categories suggest close agreement among the males and 
females of both classes. Furthermore, the results of the responses 
to item 16 of the questionnaire by both classes indicated a positive 
attitude towards simulation games. 
Discussion 
McKenney and Dill (1968) concluded that satisfaction \'rith 
simulation games was higher with the above average group than the 
belo'.'l average group. The study by the \vriter appeared to support 
these :findings because the higher intellectual groups of grades nine 
and ten students gave indications of :finding the simulation game 
"Ne gotiation" rr.ore interesting, ar..d. indicated greater involvement in 
playing the game than did the lm'ler intellectual group. This study 
was not designed to ascertain why the interest level may be 
different for students having different intellectual levels. · How-
ever, it is speculated that since most simulation games usually 
require mostly verbal corrnnunication of ideas, the lm·rer intellectual 
groups may not feel as competent about expressing their ideas as do 
the higher intellectual groups. As a result they may not show as 
much measured interest or become as involve:i •• 
Boone ( 1972) observed that females after participating in 
a simulation game assigned higher valuations to the game's concept 
statements than did the males who participated in · the same game. 
T'nis study also appeared to indicate that female students were more 
interested and rrnre involved in the simulation game "Negotiation" 
than the male students. However, the majority of students in grades 
nine and ten appeared to find the the game interesting to such an 
extent . that if presented with a choice of learning, a simulation 
game \'JOuld probably be selected more of'ten than a film or study in 
the library concerning identical learning materials. 
Comparisons of grade nine and ten students suggested that 
grade nine students reacted more positively to the simulation game 
"Negotiation" than the grade ten students. Hm'lever, a possible 
reason for this apparent difference could have been that the grade 
nine students, viho had participated in other simulation ga'lles , rnay 
have felt more competent in handling the ga11e' s materials. 
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TlliPlications 
Evidence from this and other studies sug~st that simulatton 
ga.rres cm1 be an asset to curriculum, especially in the area o:f social 
studies. Hor,·rever, before simulation garnes can be employed effectively 
in the classroom teachers Nill have to be adequately prepa_-r>ed through 
inservice vrorkshops or university courses. Both teachers and students 
must be prepared for playing simulation games because inadequate pre-
paration will result in confusion and frustration :for all participants. 
Furthermore, since studies have indicated the irrportance of 
heterogeneous grouping in simulation gar.es , it appears that i:f 
teachers are to involve students in games, homogeneous grouping 
which is prevalent in many schools \'lill have to be disrupted for 
periods of time . 
Finally, there is reason to believe that students benefit 
greatly by developing; their o1tm simulation garr:e or garres under the 
supervision o:f a teacher. This means that students 1-rill have to be 
fr)_ven time and extra help Ct'> develop their m·m game or games. There 
appears to be Ti1&'1y advantaarres :for teachers and students in using 
s imulation games, but can teachers ma~ethese sacrifices and meet the 
derr:ands? 
Reco!Tl!"rendations 
The .following recommer.~ations can be wade for :further stuuy 
ltTith s;-::nulation ga.rr-es ~ They are: 
1. Replication of this study to determine i:f sex, IQ. and 
Grade level affect the reactions of students concernin~ simulation 
ga.rres. 
2 • . Replication or the study with other grade levels to 
determine ir the game could be played successfUlly by students 
below grade nine. 
3. Study to measure cognitive errects or students 
resulting rrom participation in the simulation game "Negotiation". 
4. Study the errects upon changing student attitudes 
resulting from participation in the simulation game "Negotiation" • 
• 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A 
Game's Questionnaire 
66. 
SimJ_lation Ga.ms l!Negotiation" 
Que3 tio:1<:.rtre 
Instr:.J.ctions: It is irnporta."lt that the student ans-:;-rer each question 
caref'ully . Check ( v ) ei t.her A, B, or C. \<Trite your naine., country and 
r-ole in the space provided . 
S'cudent ' s Name 
- --
Country 1·1as 
-
1. Ho-;•: \·Jell did the 5_ntr.:xluction e:;i ven by your teacher and/or instructor 
pr-epare you .for pleying the sir:ul2.tion game "Negotiation"? 
( a ) 
(b ) 
( c) 
Excellent ........ . . .. ...................................... ( 
Fai._rl~{ \·:ell ... . . .. ... . .............. . ...............•.... ( 
P·::-><Jr ..• . •.•• .,. . .. ~ .•.. • "'" •• • •... ~ ..•...• · ••...•.....•.•••. ~ •. ( 
) 
) 
) 
2. Do you consid2r that t!12 preparation given by your tea cher 2.nd/or i n-
s tructor 1·:as nc~ce:ssa_ry to play the gaJr.e? 
( a ) 
(b ) 
( c) 
V cr:l de f"lrri tel~' . .. ......... . .........................•... ( 
T·o s OJ11.-? ex ... 1 • ..,·~- -" t ( 
- ~ ~:. J ·-··· - · · ··································· 
Not ce1~ain ...... . . " ....... · ..... . . . ........................ C 
3. You would rate ths contents o.f the sirnulation ga'11e as 
)_ 
) 
) 
( a ) In teres tl11g; ......... .... .... . . .. . . . -........•.............. C ) 
(b ) Uni-11ter-es t :i n.g ..... . . ..... ...... ·· ..................•.•.... ( ) 
( c ) Borir1g ................ . . . ..........•................•...• (_ ) 
4. In your opini._o!1. th2 rr.embers in your COUJ.it.L ·y gr·oup during t he p laying 
o .f t he ga.rn2 vrere 
( a ) 
(b ) 
( c ) 
Hi&1=LJ' j.nvol\red . ~ .... , .............. , . . .............. . . . r • ( 
Par'ti a.lly :Lrrvol ved .....................•............•..•• ( 
l~t.Jt invo]_\red c ... t all .......... ... . -.............................. ( 
I 
) 
) 
) 
5.. To Nhat degree did you play the role to which you 1..rere ass_igned? 
(a) \•Jell .................. ...................... ...................... _(_ ) 
(b) Fairly \vell ........................ ...................... (_ ) 
(c) Poor~ ................................ .......... ......... ( ) 
6. Ho:1 \vell did you like playing roles? 
(a) I liked playing roles very much. .. .. ......... .... .., ........... ..... (_ ) 
(b) I lil(ed playing roles some .. .......................... ( ) 
(c) I di~l not like playing roles at ail .................. ( ) 
7. Fr-o:n the dis cuss ions thc.t went on in your country gl"'Up :> each 
student;) in your opinion, played his/her role 
( a) \ve 11 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ( ) 
(b) Fairly well ........................................... ( ) 
(c) . Poorly ............................................. ~ . ( ) 
8. Hatl vrell did you learn about negotiation f'or ru"'1 eco::1omic zone by 
playinB; the simulation ga'ne? 
(a) \·Jell ...... ........................................... ~ . ( ) 
(b ) Fairly 1·re ll ............................................ ( ) 
(c) P()()r ly .................................... .- ........... ( ) 
9. Do you believe that simulation games caD bs= used to teach students 
about \vorld problems as 1·rell as ordina:rry classroo~ teaching? 
(a) Very def'ini tely ................... ~ ................... ( ) 
(b) To some extent .. : .......................... : .......... ( -) 
(c) J)ef'irli tely rr.Jt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. · ( ) 
10. \1/ould you like to play the simulation garne "Negotiationtt again? 
(a) Very def'ini tely .............................................. - ... (_ ) 
(b) l\!a;ybe • . .......................•....................... ( ) 
(c) No ......................................... ; .......... ( ) 
11. In your opinion the introduction given by your teacher and/or 
instructor should 
(a) Be longer ......•........... ~ .......................... ( ) 
(b ) Be shorter .... ' ..................................... ~ . ( ) 
(c) RerP.ain cus is .......................................... ( ) 
12. Ho~\f do you rate the dif.ficulty of th9 gaiT£ f"or your grade leyel? 
(a) Very dii~f'icult ................................. · ....• ( ) 
(b) Difficult but mai'1ageable ..................... · ......... ( ) 
(c) E:asy •....•.•..••...•...•.•..••.. _ •....•..••.••.••.•••. ( ) 
13. In your opirr.Lon simulation games as a m-ethod of teaching should 
be 
(a) Used more often .................. : .................. ( ) 
(b) Used spa:r':J_ngly ...••..••.....••.••...•••.••••..•.. · ••• ( ) 
(c) Never ·used at all ............ . · ...................... ( ) 
14. Did the playing of the simulation game nr\egotia.tionn chaY'~e your 
opinioil regarding the vievTs of other countries? 
(a) Very def'ini tely ..................................... ( ) 
(b) To ·som:= extent ..................... .. ·~~···············( ) 
( c} No cha.'lg;-2 at all .. · ...........•...................... ( · ) 
15. In your o;>inion the information contained in the Data-Bank 
(a) Is coiT;plete ............ · ............................. ( ) 
(b) Needs more information in certain are~ ····~······ · ( ) 
(c) Needs more inforrn.a~ion in ali areas ................. ( ) 
16. If you had a choice for learning c;.bout a particular social pr-o~ lem_, 
the learninG situation you ·would choose vmuld be 
(a) A simulation game .•••••••••••••••••••• · •••••••••••••• ( 
'' ' St ri~ : • -'-h li'o · ( LD L - u.~r· ~n L, e - racy .............. .,_, ... . •. ~ .... • . ............ . 
(c :1 Viev-Tlng a film ........................................ ( 
/ 
) 
) 
) 
uu. 
'Ihe following questi.ons are essay type questions. 'I'aJ.::e as much space as 
necessary and ansNer each questio:t by stating ;,.rour opirr.Lons openly. 
1.. How v'rould you irrprove the game t:Negotiation tr? 
2. fue role I liJ.:.ecl best vias \\lhy? 
3. Hhat information d::> you consider of most irrportance to th~ ga-ne? 
\{h;y? 
4. vfnat information_, if any, do you trunk 1,·ras of little value to the 
game? \·n1y? 
Appendix B 
I) Mlni-City Questionnaire 
2) Decision-Maker's Chechsheet 
3) Statement of Goals and Strategies 
1 • 
2. 
. 3. 
SIMULATION GAHE "MINI CITY" 
How well were you prepared by your teacher to play the 
simula ticn ~ame ''Hini - City? n 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
{e) 
very well~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
... 
fairly well. ~·················~············· 
wel.l • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ne.t so well 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
preparation. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Do you feel that preparation by your teacher was 
necessary to play the game? 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
(a) very definitely ............................. ( 
(b) yes •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 
(c) to so~e extent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 
(s) not certain •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 
(e) not necessary •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
How clear were the written instructions 
Qf the game? 
for the playin' 
(a) 
{b) 
(c) 
very clearly stated •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
coul.Q be improved •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
difficult to understand 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
{.1.. 
4· _ What was your reaction to the l,.?;ame"' contents? 
5. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
very interesting ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• 
favourable •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
no readtien • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 0 • • • • • • 
confusin« ···•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
bored •••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Was your game played over 
(a) one period 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
two periods •••••••••••••••••••••••••••o• 
three periods ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
.more than three periods ................... . 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
6. In your Gpinion do you think the game should have 
7. 
8. 
been played over 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
ene period 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
twa periods •• o ........................... . 
three periods ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
more than three perieds . . . . . . •· . . . . . . . . . . 
In the playin~ of the game were you ~iven a 
prescribed role to play? 
(a) yes 
(b) ll9 
• • • • • • • e • • • o • o o • o_o o o o • • • w ~ • e • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • ! • 
t f:. yes answer questien 8 
Did 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
you like playing roles in the grune•l 
very definitely ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
yes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
to some extent ••••·•·••••••••••••••••••• 
not certain ·······················••o••• 
preferrecl to play without the roles ••••• 
- ' 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
} 
( ) 
( ) 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
(C::.. 
10. 
were the members of your 
playin~ of the &ame? 
To what ~egree {extent) 
counci~ invo~ved in the 
(a) highly involved • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(b) involved • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
partially involved • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
not invo~ved ..........•.... -~ ..........•. 
bored • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
(teachers only) was the Data Bank cross reference 
index complete enough? 
(a) very definitely 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
yes ·············~·················~···••• 
to sgme extent ···········•••••••••••••••• 
not certain •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
inadequate • • • 0 • • • • · - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
11. · Did Data Bank Informatien increase yGur awareness 
of ·the problem s~tuation presente~ to council? 
12. 
(a) very definitely • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
to some extent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
not certain •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
no • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
Did the gaue give you an in~reased awareness ef the 
oneration ef civic g0vernment? 
. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
( ci) 
(e) 
very definitely .............. ~ ........... . 
yes ··············•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
to s0me extent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
not certain •••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
no • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
73. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Did the ~game assist you in unders tanding the nature 
of the problem-solving decision makin~ process? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
very definitely •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
yes •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
to some extent • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
not certain •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
no ..••••.•••••.•.•••••••••••••••..••••••• 
( 
( 
{ 
( 
( 
Did you like the idea of defending your co~cil's 
decision in front of your classma±es? 
(a) very definitely •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
yes ••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
to some extent 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
not certain ••••••••••••••••••••• ·• •••••••• 
no .••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
Did your teacher analyse the playin~ of 
with you? (Debriefing process) 
the "ame 
(a) 
(b) 
yes 
no 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
Did the debriefing process help you understand the 
problem-solving decision mruclng model? 
(a)' very definitely ....................•.. • ·• . 
(b) 
(c) 
~d) 
(e) 
yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
to some extent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
not certain •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
no • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
74. 
17. Do you feel that the de~riefing process (analyse 
of the ~arne) \·1as an essential part of the game? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
very definitely .••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 
yes •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
to some extent ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
not certain •••••••••••••••••••••••••• · •••• 
no • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 
( 
( 
( 
18. List by number 1 to 8 from most impertant te least 
important aspects of the ~ame 
( ) Role playing 
( ) Defence in front of peers 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Problem-solvin~ decision-making process 
Civic government concepts 
Gatherin~ data to solve problems 
Phrasing questions to o~ta±n information 
Listening to oother's point of view 
Interpreting inforillation gathered 
19. What was your reaction to the I-..Iini - City as a 
simulation game? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
very favourable ·······•·••••••••••••••••• ( 
favourable 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
acceptable .••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••.•••••• 
uncertain •••••••••••••••••••••••• -•••••••• 
unacceptable ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
boring ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
20. To improve the Hini - City Simulation Game, I 
would suggest •••.••••••••• 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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oECISION CHOiCE----------
MINISTER----------
76. 
The followi ng action has been proposed by my country.------------------------
Wh:JI wili h~ the effect of this proposed action on the nations involved? 
1. t.W 0\'JN ;-. ~ ATlON : Wi ll this act ion really help my nation attain its goa!s? 
2. OTHER N/\TiC• NS: Will this Dec ision Choice work out well, considcrin'g \'Jhat other nn-
tions' god!S m ight be? 
Cl •::lCkpoints: Is this action advisable in the light of: 
s. f1 E~)QUF~C ES AND SUPPOfH: Do..-Js my country h ave sufficient resources to cn rry out 
thi :; act ion ? 
L ECOt-JOrviiCS: is this Decision Choice suitable to the economic situations of m y nation 
<Jn c! its ailics ? 
5. Jr -!'";" Ei:N/~L I"'OLITIG! .L SUPPORT: Will th2 politici ans and the people of rny count~y 
s u ~'port :!i ig actio n? 
G. MI U Tt-\iW RIS!<S: Will th is action create dangerous m il it<: ry ri sks for my country or for 
its ::•l ites ? 
7. WORLD PEACE: Will this action seriously endanger future internalionnl coupsrCltion 
or t h;~ wc lfGre of the I•uman race? 
f:. THE HUMJ\t~ FACTOR : Is this Deci sion Choice real istic, considering v;hat I know 
about fee l! ngs, fears, and attitudes of other countries and their leaders? 
9. f~IG HT AND WRONG: Is this 8ction immoral in terms of the de;:lpcst beliefs of my 
country? 
A fm al JuJgmcnt: 
10. COSTS: Do the ben2fi ts of this action outweigh its risks and costs? 
Tlf llli~G: M ust thi s act ion be taken at this tirne? 
Yes 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I rt:com rnen d tr1 at this act i .Jn be [r~cce pted] [rejected]. Cross out the word you do not wish to use. 
(Signed) __ 
No 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
0 
' 
If In c•:;ut\, 
tur,1 tv p~ge 
' 
20 
20 
21 
21 
22 
" 22 
22 
23 
23 
2-1 
24 
Period 
Nntional officials p~rticipating in the preparation of this statement: 
------------------------------------~ 
--
List t!K: long-range fnreig11 policy goals of your nati01: in the circler of their ilrlpor-
wnce: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
Sta te your :-;trat('gy or policy for ;1chicving the first go;\!. 
State your strateg y or polic y for achic\·ing the second goal. 
State your strategy or policy for a chieving the third goal. 
State your strateg)' or policy for achieving the fourth goal. 
What arc the most impo1 tant obstacles preventing the achin·cment of these nation;'ll 
goaJs? 
Completed by --- ---------------- (decision maker) at ·-----------(time) 
.· 
Suhmit one copy of tloi~! form to the simulaticn dir~~to'~ - antl mai•c one copy for your n:itiou's files. 
/ 
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Appendix C 
Fishing Statistics of ICNAF countries 
NOrviTNJ\L CATCI:-IES OF ALL SPECIFS IN THE NORrff:lEST NI'Ll\NTIC 
1959 - 1973 
THOUS.Al\ID f·'lErRIC IDNS RJUND FRESH 
1959 1961 1263 1965 1967 - 1969 1971 
~- ....... - . ' - ·- - <::: .... - <. ~ .. -...... . -. ' . ' ( ' < • .. -..... · . . . . 
Cod 954 1304 1338 1462 1685 149L~ 1056 
Haddock 129 180 126 249 117 . 72 49 
Red fish 389 226 190 231 ' 218 '230 27ll 
Silver Hake 53 43 277 394 127 lll5 237 
Red Hake 2 3 9 101 62 56 Lt2 
Pollock 28 41 39 38 24 26 28 
Flounders 77 94 128 209 272 313 301 
0. Groundf lsh 130 71" 168 1Ll5 102 108 168 
Herring 1sLl 179 285 265 59L1 967 747 
Hackere1 6 6 9 16 34 130 3rf3 
0 . Pe 1a_gi cs 32 19 313 2L15 136 · 130 257 
Argentine 12 15 7 8 15 
CEJplin 7 "5 6 7 8 4 6 
0. Fish 15 20 50 69 79 17L1 167 
Squids 4 10 4 10 10 10 . 31 
0 . Invertebrat es 164 200 521 496 523 549 595 
h Stat. Area o=> 4 6 
Subarea 1 275 417 ll78 404 465 236 150 
Subarea 2 115 298 223 377 329 490 246 
Subarc:a 3 769 696 611 71+8 1103 1000 954 
Subarea 4 526 501 755 779 723 1050 1064 
Subarea 5 1159 1!89 716 891 732 943 866 
S t at. iLrea 6 6 692 753_ 646 693 1060 
Total 2144 
- 24Q1 3~75- 3952 3Q.98 --- 4.416_ 4346 
·-
Source : I .CN.l\.F Redoook 19..7 L! / / · 
I 
I 
/ . 
I..-
1973 
808 
26 
313 
435 
68 
ll4 
284 
118 
485 
L!20 
359 
4 
273 
135 
67 
613 
3 
104 
159 
996 
1139 
1063 
988 
4452 
FISHING VESSELS DY TY?E AND COtTh'TRl' 
1959 19_65 1971 
No .. Tonnage No .. Tor.na.ge N . o. Tonnage · 
Otter TrawJ. (Side). 719 409' 537 . 1316 901,5,51 875 315,452 
Otter Trawl (Stern) ... . .. . . .. . .. 493 1,008,746 
Pair Tr8l11 78 18~206 94 31,867 137 65,732 
Danish Seine 5 272 19. 1?081 28 1' 699. 
Pt.;.r.3 e Seine ~ ~ 9. 1,403 146 38,405 
\ 
\ 
Dory Vessel 55 43~648 L~o 31?.833 17 13,103 \ 
" 
'• 
Len cline 180 26' 580 179. 35,124 85 18,525 ... 
Gi1Jnets 1 51 60. 16~425 
Dre1.1ges 109 9,727 116 15,777 166 21,961 
Othc~rs "":' 5 745 33 5,804 
rorrAL 
-. 
1146 507,970 1779 1,019, 432 2040 1,505,852 
CetYl ada 211 26,742 41C 64,729 534 115,752 
Dsnmark 69 15,894 67 22,965 62 22,599 
Fr2.Ylce 37 45~338 32 41,766 32 ·45,248 
Germany (FR) 81 53_,083 80 82,579 L15 67,875 
I cc: land 41 27,191 13 10,119 1 982 
JJ,,, Jy 
.. l .d •. .l •• 2 3>299 
T,.,':"''"'n u c.-: .\, 17 37~305 
Pc····· ·zy 
' ) l • f ~ 51~ 13' 1~ 32 5~ .) 16,169 1~2 l ll ,020 
OJ 
0 
• 
Poland 3 2,037 19 45,624 100 156,947 
Portugal 72 71,696 67 72,251 58 76,323 
Romania 2. 7,262 7 18,375 
Spain 111 60' 441 118 64,007 161 91,669 
USSR 111 126,596 531 497,412 502 782,223 
UK 31 25,635 61 57,386 16 17,852 
USA 321 . 34,998 326 37',163 463 58,682 
Be1gi.wn 2 1,538 ~ 
Source: ICNAF list of Fishing Vessels, 1971. Issued from the Headquarters of the Cortrnission, Dartmouth, 
Nova Scotia, Canada. 
A major effect o:f the -cod fishery in recent years in 
Divisions 2J + 3KL has been the reduction o.f the proportion ·o:f larger 
and older fish present in the stock.. The nwrber o:f 1rature t·ish pres-
ent has declined substantially (Garrod, 1974 _, p. 81}. 
In Subarea 2 cod declined fu.rthor f'ro:n 163,500 tons in 1972 
to 59 , ]_00 tons in 19 73 . (Ice conditions were a major . factor .for the 
decline). Catches of redfish increased; f1otmder remained about the 
satl8; rouncl.'lose grenadier increased; aDd catches of cap lin increased · 
f'ro:n 17,800 tons in 1972 to 59,800 tons in 1973 (Garrod., l97Lt, p. 79). 
In Subarea 3 the statistics f'or 19-3 indicate that the total 
groundfish catch -vras about ten percent belatr the 1972 level. 'Ir~e cod 
catch decreased by twelve p2rcent from 1972 - 1973. Herring and haddock 
catches also declined \.1/hile fJound.er remained about the same (Garrod, 
1974, p. 84). 
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Prelimin3-t.-vy statist:i.cs indicate that total catches f'rom Subarea 
l.l increased in 1973 to 1.1 ml.llion tons .from 0. 9 millio:-1 tons in 1972. -
Redf'ish, silver ha1ce_, polJ.ock, and mackerel increased \·Jhile herring a.'ld 
cod continued to decline. Catches of .flounder and haddock rem.i..ned the 
same (Garrod, 1974, p. 87). 
For Subare8. 5 the total no1nin2.l catch o:f all species_, includ-
ing shell:Ci.sh increased from 939,000 tons in 1972 to 1,063,000 tors in 
1973. Several species ,...rhich sha:Jed an increase in catches :from 1971 to 
1972 contlnued to sho.v increasing catches from 1972 to 1973 :~ notably 
silver hake (107 _,000 120,000 tons)_, mackerel (201_,000 - 315,000 tons' 
menhaden (9,000- 31,000 tons}, squid (26,000 ~ 36,000 tons), and 
cod (32,000 tons in l972 to 34,700 tons in 1973). The fish species 
that sho,v-ed decline "\•rere redfish l9 ,lOO in 1972 to l7 ,300 tons in 
l973; haddock 6,700 tons in 1972 to 5,900 tons in l973; ar~ntine 
32,200 tons in l972 to 2,500 tons in l973; a."1d sharks and dogfish 
declined f'rom l2, 800 tons in l972 to l8 tons in 1973. Both haddock 
and yellowtail were restricted in 1972 and 1973 by irrposed total al-
lotTable catch levels (Garrod, l974 _, p .94). 
Source: ICNAF Redbook l974 
-, 
'· 
NOt1INAL CATCHES OF ALL SPE CIES IN 'lliE NJ RlH\·:EST NIL.CU\JTIC 
1959 - J.973 
'IHOUS.AND rllEI'RIC ID_ JS R:Jffi\YD FBE.C)H 
1959 19G1 . . 1963 1965-- - l967 -,- ·1969 --1971 
BuJ.garia 6 45 
Canada 707 655 811 862 1041 1202 1105 
Denrr.ark 79 104 125 121 124 78 73 
F rance 138 180 123 1liQ 159 113 - 56 
F . R. Gennany 85 174 200 181 217 253 13l~ 
G Cr:LIB.rlY D. R. 9 93 140 187 142 
Iceland 83 2l~ 12 9 3 14 
I taly 5 4 
J apan 20 42 
F or.-Iay 32 49 43 44 59 54 - 35 
Poland 4 23 57 120 180 270 
Portu~al 160 197 231 197 237 182 153 
R o:-r!a.'Lia 2 4 12 
S p:lln 1ll3 208 225 234 290 294 269 
USSR 182 ·341 499 886 623 987 ·1022 
UK 18 20 42 56 81 6 8 
U SA 501 441 1149 1069 900 835 979 
Source : ICN...L\F Redbook 197l~ 
84. 
1973 
37 
885 
'11 
. 1.~2 
95 
185 
·, 4 
41 
71 
255 
135 
11 
181 
"1357 
8 
1074 
NO!'-TINJU.~ CArl'CHES OF ALL SPECIES IN T"rlE NORI't';:.·fE3r_r ATLANIIJC 
1959 - 1973 
'IHOUSAND t1ErRIC 'IO~~S IDUND FRESH 
-... . 1959 1961 1263 1965 1~?7 1969 1971 -~- ...... - - < .. ( . • . ~ - .. - ·- .... . · ~ ... . _- - . -
' ---
Cod 954 1304 1338 1462 1685 1L~94 1056 
Haddock 129 180 126 21.~9 117 72 Ltg 
Red fish 389 226 190 231 : 218 '230 274 
Silver Hake 53 ·43 277 394 127 1t•s 237 
Red Ha.l.ze 2 3 9 101 62 56 42 
Pollock 28 41 39 38 24 26 28 
FloW1ders 77 94 128 209 272 313 301 
0. Ground fish 130 7T 168 145 102 108 168 
IIerT·:Lng 15lt 179 285 265 501! J"-1 967 7L~7 
Vi4C1\:ere 1 6 6 9 16 3!~ 1.30 373 
0 . Pe1at;ics 32 19 313 2lJ5 136 - 130 257 
A rg?ntine 12 15 7 8 15 
Caplin 7 "5 6 7 8 4 6 
0 . Fish 15 20 50 69 79 171.~ ... 6...,. _l { 
SquJds . 4 10 4 10 10 10 3l 
0 . Inve1tebrates 164 200 521 496 523 549 595 
Stat. Area o5 4 6 
Subarea 1 275 417 ~l78 404 465 236 156 
Subarea 2 115 298 223 377 329 490 246 
Subarea 3 769 696 611 748 1103 lOGO 954 
Subarea 4 526 501 755 779 723 1050 1.064 
Subarea 5 Li59 1.189 716 891 732 943 866 
Stat. Area 66 692 753_ 646 693 1060 
Totc:t]_ 2l~i!~ 
-- 21LQ1 3~75- 3952 ___ 3998 
' -.... 
4!-416-.. 4346 
Source: I.CN..A.F Redbook 197 4 .·-/ 
/ 
/ 
' 
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1973 
808 
26 
313 
435 
68 
4!~ 
284 
118 
I~85 
L~20 
'")50 
..J _, 
4 
273 
l35 
67 
613 
3 
l04 
159 
996 
1139 
-
1063 
988 
4452 
Appendix D 
JVJap or ICNAF f'ishing zones 
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Appendix E: 
Participating Schools in the Study 
'Ihe students who participated in the study were as follows: 
Class "A" was a grade nine class at the Integrated High School 
in Stephenville, Newfoundland; and Class "B" was a grade ten class 
at L. S. Eddy Memorial Collegiate in Stephenville, Newfoundland. 
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Introduction 
~hat is a simulation? A simulation involves p2rticipants 
in a game-like situation wriich uses as its .focus a particular problem 
such as politics or international relations. Probably the earliest 
92. 
.form of simu~atio:ns existed in the seventeenth and ei[;..~t.eenth centuries 
\'!hen military men used the game of chess to plan their battle strategies. 
Thes e rnili ta:ry n:en replaced the chess bo:rrd with physical .features such 
as riveT'S ~ valleys, cmd strategic mountain passes_, and j_nstead of' using 
the chess characters arrr6_es, ~Lms, a:1d other rrj_litary de vices decided 
the outcom2 o.f the game. By playing these types of v;ar gBJnes JT'.ili tm...,...J 
men could alrfl'...)St decide the outcome o.f the battles be.fore they v-.rere .fought. 
Furthermore battle strategy could be planned ·1.\'hi ch wou_ld- yield thE; best 
results under certain conditions. 
Sim.1lation games cause participants to react to the situations 
and to interact 1Hi th each other. However, simulation gc:rnss are different 
.from garnes such as f·1onopoly where the emphasis is placed on winn_ing . Sim-
ulation games may never have · a \-·Tinner although. usually son:e recoGPition 
is given to this aspect. In3tead co-operation c:unong the pla._vers is stressed 
so that solutions to ·the problems outlined in the game '\'iill be presented 
as a group. 
r:f'he simulation gBme nNe.go"ciationH 
The simulation game "Negotiation" consists o.f seven countries 
/ 
/ 
/ 
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\\hose delegates are meeting in an International Sea Resources Cou.:."'tcil 
meeting to try and reach agreement on the pro~lem of a 200-mile exclusive 
economic zone for O~ikland. 'Ihe other six countries , Southlcu.'ld , Tl.,all.Slanclia 
Sard.a _, Balac., Nev..r Zeta and Ara are rr..aj or fishing COlli'lt.r:tes and are menbers 
of the Inten1ationnl Sea Resourr~ces Council (ISRC). Since the granting-of 
such a zone \•Iou~d :involve rr..any issues it is unlikely that an agreement 
\·Till be reache d at this round of negotiations. 
'Ihe proposal of Opikland states: Since the continental shelf 
is a continuation of' the landed area of a cow1t:r-y , the country adj aeent 
to that sheJ.f should have control over both the macine and other resources 
con ...nected with the shelf' area . OpivJ.and, h01.-1ever would be satisfied to 
h2.v2 central over a zone only reaching 200 miles from the establishe d base-
line . In a real si tua.tion the delee;ates VIould have the information that 
v:ould be necessary in ma..l.dng a decision or at least to s ta..-rt negot:i .. at:i.r1g . . · . 
'Ihe game t s participants at the beginning of the game do not hav2 this j_nfor-
mation so they must acquJ .. re it. This is the purpose of' the Data-BarJm. A 
Data-Bon1.<: is provlded f'or each of' the seven countries and each co~tains the 
sa1-r:2 information. As the participants obt2in )..nform.a..tion contaL."l.ed in the 
Ds.ta-Ba nk _, negotiatj_on '·rill b 8 able to occur arnong "the different countries. 
·Fhen the negotiations have been completed, Control \\'ill as}~ each country to 
v.rrj_te a fc>irly detailed proposal i·Iith supporting evidence as to ·2.ccept or 
reject the proposal vrhich v-ras read by Control. The proposals t-'rill be col-
lected by Control so that they can be duplicated f'or each of' the countries 
to be studied and voted on by ind.ivfdual delegates. rihe cou.:1try o~tain­
ing U1e most votes \"-ill be declared the l.·Iinrter. 
The Si tuatiori 
fue situation is hypothetical and the participants must use 
their imagination &J.d project therrselves years into the f'u.ture. 
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Tne COlli'ltries of the viorld have been m:=eting .lor several years 
trying to find a v1orkable solution to problems concerning continental 
shelves sue.."! as 200-mile fishing zones and 111.2_DCl£;err:ent of marine resou.-cces. 
Up to the present t:i..1·ne 118 solutions have been accept2ble. To co;rplicate 
matters_, ITl3l1Y e-:.,.rperts believe continental shelves contain, besides the 
rnarJ.ne resoLu.,ces o:f the different species of fish and marrrna1s _, the last 
r esourccs of petroleum. and other minerals. I.t is extre:nely ir~portant _, then.J 
that decisions that are made in reaching of agreerrents be well tho'.J.g,'-lt out 
because the consequences are inevitable. H0\'.1CVeJ.. .. _, son:-2 cou..J.trics are g:et-
ting irrpatient and it looks like some sort of solution l.·Jill have to be 
arrived at before long. 
Ten years ago in 1981_, the rr.ajor countries :L"l.volved in .lishi.J1g 
off the coast of Opikl&'ld formed an org211ization "Tne International Sea 
Resources Counci-l" (ISRC). The main objective of the ISRC vras 't o co:-1tr0l 
.f'ishiL6 on the continental shel:f off' Opikland a.'ld northern Southlar.td. 
Tile JSRC eli vidcd the continental shelf of Opikland into zones so that the 
fish tak<:!n by eac"lJ. country could be monitored (see mao) . E3.ch cou_r1try has 
been obligated to for.-.ra.rd each year fishing statistics to the ISRC heed-
quarters. In addl tion_, scientific research carried out in the cli1ferent 
I 
/ 
/ 
zones concerni.ng the habits of f'ish) \•Tater temperature-' ocean currents 
and other pl""lenomenon related to fishlng since l9_8l has been doct.r:7':2nted 
\ 
at the· ISRC headqucrter3. 
·l~J:Lth the aid of these~ scientific :fi.n:ling3 _, the _yearly quo-'c?w 
f'or the di:f.fcrent species of :fish. have been set by the ISRC. Ho~·rever _, 
some countries have exceeded their quotas a..'!.d have not oeel:l. pen3lized. 
Also:- there appears to be evidence that fish stocl-:s c.n..,e decli.ni._ng each 
ye3r and certain cow1tries are g;ceatly concern2d about it.. O_tJ:Lk:la..·(·Kl_, 
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in particul<=i.r _, is n:::>t happy ~,rl th_ the si.tuatioa.. ]'ish e:A--p2rts in Opil<:lo~d 
have; been claimi!lg :for a number of yca_-rs that fish quotas set b;y the ISPC 
quota corrmi.ttee have been too hir-!1 for each cour1tr··.f. 'lhese same experts 
insist that f'ishing statistics indicate that fJ.sh stocks are declining. 
At the rc.'q_ucst of Opikland a'ld ag;reed to by . thG othel ... countr:Les of the 
ISRC:. i .t was decided that a special council meeting be held to try and re~ 
solve the matter. 
- Orientat:Lon of Students 
Be:fore playing the simulation Eail'te "Negotiationu the teacher 
should spend a certain a11ount of' time discussing the fishing_ industry 
and the L3.\.•T o.f the Sec. Conferences. However_, if" the class h3S just corrplet9cl 
a unit on t.he f'ish.i.ng industr.Y, it viould prob2bly be ready :for playing 
the e;ame. TI1e te~cher should also explain the concept o:f negotiation and 
spend some tim2 v-:i th ·the class discussj_ng role-playinE_J;. In adelL tion _, some 
stud~..:nts may have a little difficulty vJith the terms contained in materials 
f'or each countr-y , 2nd need help from the teacher. 
• 
\0 
0'\ 
BALAC. 
·I SARDA 
. ' 
OPIKLfJ{D 
THE .?HYSICAL SETTING FOR NEGOTIATION 
cowrROL 
DATA-BANKS 
[I D [l [I [I [I [I 
NEGOTIATING 
TlLBLE 
[ . l TRAN SLl,NDIA 
.· 
NEW ZETA 
r SOUTHLAND 
ARA l 
Playing "l'.Jegotj_ati_on" 
"Negotj_ationn requir-es that the class be dlvlded into seven 
groups having four pa.rticipan~s in each gcoup . 'Ihe seven COLL'ltries are 
Sarda, Balac, Ara:. New Zeta_, Southland_, Tr·ar.tSlandia and Opikland. The 
four roJ_es for each co1_u1t~ry 2re C'nief Ner;otiator, Economic 1\'linis ter _, 
l'vlinis ter of' Fisheries_, and Scientific Advisor. If the class is unable 
to accom:nodate seven groups o:f four stude0ts_, one role f10m each country 
could be elirn:i_nated 2.t"ld have seven groups contaJ_ning three students in 
each. Althougj:l. this would lirri t the ga11e _, it could be done to overco:ne-
the prob lcm. 
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After the class has been di vlded into seven evenly rr.atche::i 
groups, distribute the materiaJ...s to each cou..."1try group. After each r::r-oup 
has exazTtinc;d the mEl.terials .for a fe~.'' minutes check the mater-lals again3 t 
the list belo~'T to en3ure that each C'JU1"1try has all of the required j _n:fot...._ 
matibn . E::tch country gro~._;_p shov.ld have the folJ_o:n_ng: (i) A role :for 
Chief Negotiator::. (ii 1 A map o.f the vrorld sho:•t:i.n3; ho~:{ ti1e ocearo..s v.:ould 
appecu~ if each COQDtry claimed a 200-wile zone~ (iii) A list of terrrs 
pertaining to the econorrJ.c zone, (iv) Fishing vessels and to:L.Dage of 
these vessels f'o1...., each country::. (v) A dtagr2..'Tl of the continE'ncal shel:f, 
(vl) A fishing report~ and (vii) Naps shu:;ing the location of each countr 
The teacher should ensur2 that the ocem1ographic maps are interpreted cor-
rectly because they are extre:-r;ely important in playing the si.mulation game. 
Students \•rill need around .fifteen m·i nutes to look over the 
materials and assign the different roles. 'Ihe teacher should obt::=d n a list 
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of students and the role of each for "all countries. 'Ihe above ';·Iould 
take a period to complete so that the actual playing of the ga::e would 
begin the next period. 
During the second period \·I hen requests for inforill3.tion start 
to come j _n have the s tudc:nts bring the requests to Control Hi th the n3If'.e 
o: th-2 cot.1~t1-y ·wr=Ltt'2n on the request. Students should n-:>t \·rait a:r,ound 
Control foP the information but return to their respective C01..Vltri.es and 
vrh2:1. Control ha.s J.oca.ted the information then a r2presenta ti ve of' the 
country could r -eturn to Control and obtain that particular in:Lorrr.at:ion. 
If Control has access to additional students \vho \·Jould act as rr.essenger.:; · 
during the ga ~-r;.e:. the v.,rork load \·JOt1ld be reduced co-::lSider.?b Jy a..;.d the ga.rne 
'tlOU~d be run more effi.cient1y. After t•:;enty-fi ve minutes of the :first 
p l aying period_, the Scienti:fic Advisors shou=Ld rr:eet for a round of' 
:n8gotiat=Lon for a period of' fi vc minutes . Unless the garre is being pla,y·ed 
in a t •Ho-p:2r•.l.ocl block no mor e negotiations shoald be per·rni -'cted. 
During the second playing period the i·'I::Lnisters of' Fisheries 
and the Econorrct.c rl[inisters should be perrrJ. tted to engage in n2gotiations 
having at least ten rninutes beb.-Jeen each round. 
Af'ter playing ten minutes o:f the third pla._v lng perl,od advise 
the Cnj_e:f Negotiators that they can meet for ten IPinutes. 1-Jo other negoti-
atiom should occur in the third playing period unle3s there is a spec~al 
rcque2t from at least tl1ree countries who desire to have negotiations. 
D urj_ng the last ten minutes o:f the third playing period ask the Chief 
Negotiator for each countr-y to give a policy statement regarding negotiatio~ 
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conducted up to the present. 'Ihis statement should be limited to VtJO 
minutes. 
By the fourth playing pericxi cow1tries should have obtained 
mo:3t of the information :from the Data-Ba."lJ!-..s. L"lform the Cnief' Negotiators 
at the beginning of th2 fourth playing pel-.iod that they \·,'ill be permitted 
one round of n:::gotiatj_o::l. at the ten minute mark. FJ:his rour1d of negotiatio:--.o 
\<Jill be different because they ;;·Till only involve b.·ro negotiators at any one 
time ;;·rb..ich \:Till ena8le private sessions betueen a.'JY tvro countr·:Les. Each 
C'n:l_ef Negot.j_ator should meet the other three in a pr:L vate session . After 
this round of negotia.tion the countries are to stcrrt preparin,; their 
pr~)posals • All proposals should be finished by the end o:f the f'ou...""th 
ol;:1\'l.n='I pe.eiod so thz:.L; Control can collect thern for d..lDlic.e.tion. 
A ' A 
During the f'Jfth playinz; period all of the prDposals should be 
distributed to the dif.ferer1"c cou.i.'ltries 1or Cl..YJ.alysing. AllG·T time .for the 
proposals to be rca:J. > then decide by secret ballot by having each de legate 
vote as to wl1...i..ch country presented the best p:t-.oposal . After the balloting 
ha\'e t~en rrd.nutes for open discussion. Control sho:J.ld take the last ten 
rrinutes f'or post-ga--ne a·nalysis. 
/ 
rrrans J.andia 
Transla.Ylclia is the largest countr-y in the International 
Sea Resources Council and has a population of 300 mill:i..on people. 
'Irans landia fishes its a"rn continental shelf' but about eig-)1ty percent 
of the fish is cm .. lght v::o to .five thousand miles away :from horr:e Hith 
f'if'ty percent of the f"::i_sh be:i..ng caught on the continental shelf off' 
Opikland. 
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Transla.'ldia has the largest oceanogr'apr:ic r2se2rch fleet in 
the world and also is the third largest fishing nation in the \•Torld. 
Translandia is the largest f'ishing nation in the ISRC and ls probably 
th2 best nation equipped for f'is1L-tng. Since 'Iranslandia is a great mil-
itary po::.,rer, it is concerned about any cou.ntry controllir.g larr;<: areas 
of the ocC::an. It :i..s pa__~i_:;j _ cular1y concerned about the p2ssage o:f ships 
through straits . 
Translandia has put large arrolli'lts of capital into the f'ishing 
industry and would like to catch as much fish as possible. rJ:'ra."lsland_i_a 
exports less than five percent o.f the fish it catc..1Les . 
Economic Hi_nister :for Translandia 
You are 35 yecu~ o:f age and a possible choice for th~ n~>x 
p resident of your coun cry . 
Your govern:nent has jw3t started a ne\v five year pJ::1 .. r1 for mining 
fanning, indus trial development:,. etc. rnlls plaYl is no'.'/ in operation a.Y1:i it 
vril]_ be di.ff'icult to change it. If fish protein is not supplied as plan11.ed 
by the :L.ishing industry it \'Till mea'l greater de:mand of f'2.!.1t1ing or greater 
I 
importation of food. 
Your aim at this ISHC is to try and protect your country r s 
interest in the fisheries. If Opikland does acqtrLre an ccono:nic :fish-
ing zone:>. \•-Ti ll licences be required to fish in the zone? 
rliinisJcer of FlsrJer1es for TralLSlandia 
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You are L15 years old nnd a prospect for an arrbassador's post 
to a lare;e cou..s.'ltry. You uould like ver-y much to get this job. 1·J:1en you 
accepted the post of' 1'1inister o.f Pisheries fivG yea_rs ago", the :fishing 
ind.ust1-y was in a healthy condl tion. You have promoted :f't.Lrther e1q)aoslon 
of the fishing fJ.eet \vhich HouJ.d in f'act have to be reduced i .f fj_shin,g 
q uota..s on the continental shelf area o.f:f Opil-::l~El.d are redu_ced. It \·~ould 
be poll tical su::tcide for you to agree to an eco:1ornic control zo:1.2 unless 
the f'islling quotas -..·rou~d hcr,.re only a sliE}.1t redu.ction. 
Also you are co:1cerned about the clo::-:ing o.f ·strai. ts and \·rhat 
measures concerning pollution v.rould be enforced by Opikla118 .. 
Scientific Advisor for 'Iran;:;lar1dia 
You are 30 years o:f 2...ge cmd you are considered an e :x:pert in 
sea resources. You have carried on research 1·rork ofT the coast of OpiklaY'ld 
f'o~r> the past eir~~t years 2..n8. you believe that the f':Lsh stocks are bei.ng de-
pleted. You \AJill recommend a reduction in fishing on certain ba.'lks ofT 
0 pikland such as Alan tis Shel:f > and that all cou.-'l.tries should take the 
s arr1e cut in fish qu.otas. rihere is evidence as \"Jell that Opi1r_la.1'"1d has not 
practiced good conservation methods regarding Redfish in the Inland Sea. 
T rJ to acquire this ev·ldence . 
Cloief' Negotiator foy· Trans landia 
You. are 50 years old and ha\.t-e \•rorked hard to o~tain the 
position you nG.•T ha-~.-Te 1,·ri th your govern.'1l.ent. Since your country has 
in:vested substantia~ly in fishing vessels, fishing :t"'esearch and 
oceanographic stucli.es ;you will VT&"'lt to m?..intai.n present fish quotas. I:f 
quotas have to be reduced you t;·;ill argue that cow1tries not in the ISRC 
take the quotas reductions first. You vrould U _kc to kr:r.Y:r hO';'l much fish 
is cm.:t,z-flt jJ1 each ar2a at the present ti111.e. 
Sarda 
Sc:trda has a population of seventeen mi =Llion people and is t~1.-2 
snB.lle3 t count:cy in tlle lt1~e~.-n ::J.tional Sea Ec 3ourc.c s Council.. Szu_-d:r. is 
the poorest count:r.-ry in the rsnc and depends very mlch on the :fis linr; :ir:-
du..stry. 
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Sarda h2S fe~:r minerals &'ld its agricultural la..'l.d is po::>:r· so it 
has to irrf.:.JOrt much of its fam products. Sarda has a fairly "Jp-t:o-dat.e 
fishing flee'c, and .for a poor cou11tr-y has invested large percentages o:f its 
budget into the fishing industr-y. Sarda has access to fishing areas a'c 
home but the continental shelf off Opikland is ·the rrej or zon2 a:.d ·where 
most of the .fish is caup-,ht. 
~nier Negotiator 1or Serda 
You are 40 years old and have been involved in poll tics for ten 
years. As chie:f negotiator .for Sarda you \·rill want to rn.Elintain you..r quota 
o .f fish ·vihich you consider essential for the ''rel:fare of' your cou.ntry. You 
\•rill v1ant to find out if there \·Till be ar.tY reductions in quotas o.f fish. i:f 
.· 
an econorrdc zone is introduced. 
Economic :Minister for Sarda 
You are 55 years of' age and have been a delegate to the ISRC 
since it was formed. As your country has few minerals you will be in-
t eres ted in finding out if' f'indingp of' minerals in the economic zones 
will benefit the poorer nations. 
You are also interested as to what control any state would have 
on an economic zone, pollution, licences, etc. 
Scientific Advisor for Sarda 
You are 32 years old and a qualified fishing expert. 'Ihere is 
evidence that there are different fish stocks on the continental shel~ 
off' Opikland. You believe that these fish stocks may have been reduced 
but not depleted by overf'ishing. You are also aware that Opikland has 
not shown that it is conservation rrdnded. Is Opikland more interested 
in oil deposits off' its coast than in the fisheries? Drilling for oil 
could cause serious pollution. "Where is Opikland drilling now? 
Minister of' Fisheries For Sarda 
You are 35 years old and since you became Minister of Fisheries 
ten years ago, the amount of' fish caught by your country has increased. 
Fishing is very important to your country and if' fishing quotas were 
reduced, your country could face a food shortage. You would also like 
to know what form of' control in the f'onn of J icencing of fishing ships 
by Opikland will take place. You are also interested in pollution can-
t rol rreasures and the closing of certain straits. 
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New Zeta 
New Zeta has a population of 42 million people and is considered 
a middle country in the International Sea Resources Council. New Zeta 
has a short coastline and so the continental shelf area that it could 
have access to is limited. New Zeta's government is completely against 
economic fishing zones and believes in the complete f'reedom of the seas. 
New Zeta rraintains that if all countries of the world claimed 200-mile 
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economic zones, most of the- world oceans would be carved up. New Zeta's 
government believes that ir. economic control over continental shelves is 
given to coastal countries it could lead to monopolization of the fisheries. 
Economic Minister for New Zeta 
You are 36 years old and have held different government offices. 
Your goverrurent has progressed the country's econol11Y so that it is at 
present in a heal thy condition. Since your government has spent a lp~ 
of rr:oney in building new fishing trawlers , and designing fishing equip-
ment you would like to have access to as much fishing grounds as possible. 
You do not believe that countries should be permitted control of what you 
consider open sea which should be for the benefit of all nations. 
Your main interest will be finding out if fish stocks are de-
c lining. Your country is hoping to strike oil off' its short coastline. 
What are the prospects of oil off New Zeta? 
Minister of Fisperies for New Zeta 
You are 34 years old and have just been elected to government in 
a by-election. At the present time you find yourself Minister of Flsheries 
and representing your country at the ISRC Convention. Sj_nce your country 
does most o:f its .fishlng in vlaters o:ff' the coast of other countries, 
economic controlled .llsh.i.ng zones could be harrnf'ul to your co1..tr.1try 's .fish-
ing. You ~·Til]_ be interested in .finding out \•:hat :fishing quotas a..~ 
prc;posed and v1hat-. effects a controlled z8:-1-:::: \,;111 have on straits ar::i the 
· irr.nocent passage of' ships. Also Hhich country H-111 be responsible :for 
pol=-Lution control -v;i thln the zone? 
ScJcnti "fie .Advisor for Nsi·l Zeta 
You are 25 years old and this is your .first year o:f involvement 
in the ISRC. As a scientist you are interested in conservation of all :fish 
s\.:oel-::s throughout the world. You \·iould like to see so:ne eviden02 \·.hicb 
v1oulcl su.pport the idea _that Q-J:)ikland has pract.:i.cf'?d co:1servation of' the 
fish stocks in the Inland Sea \·rhich it has had controJ_ over for tr.uce years. 
You , .;ould also like to see the fishing statistics. 
You are 40 years old and have fifteen yea:cs eA.--perience in inter-
national :negotia'cion..s. 
You are not in favor of economc zones being controlled by any 
nation. Your main concern at the conv-ention is to maint2in that the seas 
should be kept :fr·ee :for all nations. You believe that quotas could be set 
by ~che countr-y controlling the econorey that could be harm.t..CU_l to other :fish-
ing nations and that these quotas :for fish may not even be necessiliry. 
Ara has a population o:f 70 million people and is a leader of the 
/ 
/ 
,/ 
Black nat:i.ons e;::;peclally on . the Great Dark Continer!t. Ara is in :favor 
o.f econo::nic zones but it also thi.nks that all countries in the \·Torld 
should bcnefi t .from the resources of the sea_, including the rninerals. 
The poorer cotmtries of the world are far behind in the development of' 
tecm1ology and Pra believes that the richer countries should help provide 
the po:::>rer nations 1-.rlth machinery such as oil drilling rigs nnd technical 
advice so that the poor cowrtrj_es can enjoy a better sta.lldard o:f living. 
fua "~:Jill accept so:re type o:f economic zone but the type ·Hill deyend on a 
l!'..l!l'1ber of' factors :relating to .fls"i.ling and development of resources. 
Ara catches about thirty percent of its f':ish on the continental 
she1f ofT the coast of Opiklancl. 
Eco:nomi c r.II"ini s ter for Al"'a 
You are 4ll year-o old and have been involve:cl in political l.-Lfe 
for more than ten years. Your al.m in this convention of th2 ISRC is to 
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press for measures that \.·;ill_ help your countr-y as ·Hell as t~1e poorc·r n3.tions. 
If Opikland secures a vote .for a..'l economic ~one of' some type ·.-ihat form of 
controls v;ill be exercised in the form o:f licenses needed f'or :fis~J.ing 
vessels , and \·-:hat V-iill happen i:f a certain co~'!try cannot catch all of' the 
f' :Lsh allotted to it for a certa:tn year? 
f'iinis ter of' Flsherj_es f'oT Ara 
You are !Q years old and have been in political for fifteen 
years . v~'len you bec2111e Jlflinis-'cer o:f Fisheries :five years ago, your country 
had just started on a bi.g ship-building prograrn :for participation in the 
:fisherj_es of 09ikland. Prior to that, yo~r countr-y had focus~~d its 
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attention on the .fishery off' its ottm coast. You do not believe t .hat 
countries should co1npete in the viorld market in the sellj_ng o:f fis!-1 
because i "t is a food and there are far too many hung:rrJ people to have 
c ow1.tries bargaining over ,,;ho gets the best prices. You \·Jlll \·Iant to 
find out ho~.v m.1.ch control Opik:.land \·rill have over pollution if' an economic 
zone o:f sorne :V..ind is granted. 
Scientific Ad\r1sor f'or Ara 
You are 30 years old and because o:f your studies you are con-
siderE~d an expert on v;orld :risheries . You are interested in the past 
conser'vational practices of Opikland. You \·rould also lil:e t~o see the f'i~3h-
ing statistic::-:; regar~ling; other nations . You are a st:.~:"cng be1iever in the 
:fishing rif'}J.ts of all nations a.'ld especial1y tho;:;e of "L11e po:Jrer natio:-1s. 
You believe that the richer nations should make nodern fislnng m~thods 
avai.lable to the poor er natio:1S . 
Y :>...>7 ou ar2 years old and are co~ider-2d a 1·:orld ex~x:rc in the 
f'-icld of Sea LaJ.v . Althoug}.l. your country is not one of the lare::er :fishli1g 
nations o:f th2 world_, you are still interested in the :fish quotas that 
rrrig;'J.t be broug1t ln by Opikla"1d i:f an. econ0:-r1ic zone is obtained. Hor .• ;ev:.':!r, 
you are :iTIOre ccncerne d about how th2 poorer \·.rorld nations ,,.rould benefit 
.f :rom econo!;llc zones i:f ma."1y countries had them . 
Ba1ac 
Balac ·h~. a population o.f l{Q rrillion people a"1d is considered 
a midclle country in the International Sea Resources Council. B2~ac has a 
/ 
/ 
/ 
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shor'~c coastline and as a result the continental shelf area that it could 
possibly control is only SIT'.all. Balac catches almost 100 percent of' its 
.f"".lsh on the continental shel:fs of'f other countries. Tra\.vlers from B3.12.c 
travel more than 2000 miles to fish in distant 1;iater3. About seventy 
p8rcent o:f j_ts fish is caught on the continental shelf off the coast o:f 
Oi1ikland. Balac ships are well equipped with the latest fishing equ.:tp:::ent 
to e:;,:ploit the fishery in aJmost any part; of the 't·Jorld. P..n economic zone 
ould cr2ate a Joss in fishing but it \·rould depend on the terrr.s. 
Econo,nic trrinis ter for Balac 
You are 50 years oJ.d and have been a delegate to the IS?.C for 
your countr·y since the ISHC was 1orrn.ed. Youx· coLL.""!tr.Y is not CO!"lSidered 
rich in min~rals nor is it highly industrialized. Your govcn-rrnent: has sp-2nt 
ten percent of its budget :for the last ten yea:t .... 3 0::1 the fishing indus tr-y 
w'ld i:f fishing on the continental shelf ofT Opikland is reduced, your 
cou_rtt~!:".f v...-ill sufrer f'ina.."1cially. You 1:1o~.ld lil::.e to see the fishing statistic~ 
to f'ind out j_f other count:rJes a-1.12 ovt2-r :ftsh..5_ng cert;:rl.n areas . 
Hlnis ter of -Fisher.les for Balac 
You &..,.,e 36 years of 26e and since you \'iere appointed Hinister 
of Fishcr:Les eig..lit; years ago~ the amount of f'ish ca}J_gt.'tt by your COLtt""Itry has 
. . 
increased substantially. Fishing is v21y in1p0rtant to youF cou..11try a.J.d i:f 
:fishi__ng quotas were reduced by forty percent y .:>ur cou..J.try could f'ace a food 
shortage. You are also interested in the types of' pollution control measll!"es 
that rrd.ght be introduced> and if certain straits vrill be closed to shipping. 
You \·IirL also endeavor to find out if &'1.. economic zone is obtained by 
/ 
/ 
Opikland ~ what forms of control in the form of licences for fishing 
trawlers will be required. 
Scientific Advisor·for Balac 
You are 30 years old and are considered to be an expert on the 
location of fish stocks and the movement of these stocks. You believe 
that these fish stocks should not be depleted by overfishing. Evidence 
shows that Opikland has not practiced conservational methods and if 
0 pikland obtains control of a 200--rnile economic zone 3 will the fish 
stocks be conserved? DTilling for oil has taken place on the contin-
ental shelf off Opikland in the past year. What vJ'ould happen i.f there 
were a serious oil spill? 'Ihere must be controls for pollution. Try to 
find the answers to these questions. 
Chief Negotiator for Balac 
You are 34 years old and have been involved in politics for 
five years. As chief negotiator for Balac you will want to maintain 
your present quotas of fish catches. You will want to find out if an 
e conomic zone is introduced~ will there be reductions in the amount of 
fish that will be allowed to be caught by each country or will it con-
cern only certain countries? 
Opikland 
Opikland has a population of 35 million people and is the 
second smallest country in the International Sea Resources Council. 
The continental shelf off the coast of Opikland is one of the greatest 
fishing areas in the world. 
lOS 
In recent years Opikland has had an extensive ship- building 
p lan and has built larger and better :fishing ships so as to corrpete 
with other conntries. However~ it appears that the fish stocks have 
b een declining because the catches of' certain species of' fish have de-
c lined. Opikland wants to save the fishery and it believes it can only 
do this by having control over the arrDunt of' :fish that will be caught. 
Opikland is a rich country and has minerals and abundance of' :farmland. 
In reality~ fishing is only a f'ringe benefit. Its main con-
cern is keep-i_ng the fish stocks f'rom depletion. 
Economic Minister for Opikland 
You are 48 years old and a hig~y recognized economist. 
Opikland is granted the 200-mile economLc zone or the full continental 
shelf~ does it have sufficient patrol vessels to police the fishing 
areas? You believe that a phase-in period would be more appropriate 
because it would give Opikland tiiTB to build more patrol ships. Your 
country will have to determine what type of control regarding licencing 
o f' ships ~ etc. 
Minister of Fisheries for Opikland 
You are 50 years of age and have been in politics for ten years. 
During the last election carrpaign you promised that Opikland Y.Jould have 
a 200-mile economic zone within three years . 'IWo years have passed and 
your dream has not been realized. 'IWo million people along the coast of' 
Opikland mainland and on Gadus Island depend on the :fisheries. Fishing 
statistics show that the certain species of fish have declined. This 
could be due to a lack of conservation on the part of certain countries. 
Review the conservation policies of' Opikland. 
Scientific Advisor for Opikland 
You are 30 years old and a highly qualified fishing expert~ 
especially in movement of fish stocks. There is evidence concerning 
different fish stocks on the shelf off Opikland. You believe that al'l 
economic zone should be established to protect these fish stocks and 
help provide for a more economic inshore fishery. You are particularly 
interested in the area of A and B because of possible pollution out-
b reaks in the future connected with drilling. 
Chief Negotiator for Opikland 
You are 28 years old. After obtaining a lmv degree five years 
ago, you became involved with ISRC and as a result have beco:m2 well 
known in international negotiations for Opikland. 
Your main concern is to get reductions in fish quotas because 
fish stocks are being depleted. You will have to find out if Opikland 
is practising good conservation. Also, if Opikland is unable to catch 
its quota, what will happen to the surplus of fish? Will the surplus 
fish be caught by other countries? 
The inshore fisherrren of Opikland must be glven good · consider--
ation. How do they feel about a 200-~le economic zone? 
Southland 
Southland has a population of 250 million people and is the 
second largest country in the International Sea Resources Council. 
Southland has a large continental shelf and about seventy per-
cent of the fishing takes place on this shelf but other nations fish there 
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as well. 
1 • 
About ten percent of the fishing by Southland is d-::>ne on the 
continental shelf off' the coast of Opikland. Tne rema:Lning t\'1enty percE 
of the f1shing effort takes place in v;aters off the coast of other cou.."lt 
If Southland recoe.:;nizecl that Opikla':"ld should be given control of a 200 
mile limit~ :L t v.roald have to recognize zones of other countr-le.s as \'Iell. 
Also:> Southla."l.d is a large mill tary po-.1er and \'lants free access to as rm.1 
of' the oceans of' the world as possible. 
Ques tto:1s concern.i..ng s tr3i ts would be of interest to South lane 
Southland has traditional fi~.hing rie).'l.ts in ce:ctain \·:atcrs of Opikland. 
Econo:rd. c f·'Iinis ter for South land 
You are 38 years old and ha.-ve been a m~nber or the go-.7errrnent 
sj nee f?-"'c:tduatin.::; vr:.L th a dcgeee in eccno:-nics. An electio:1 j _s due in one 
yea·p and you aTe co:ns~Ldered a prime cand_i.date for Prlm.e Vlinister. Your 
argu.rnents a'ld sho:iing at the Convention 1·:-.lll af.-fcct yo~J..r po1i tical stand-
ing. 
Your concern \\rill be to f'i!".d out vihat controls rez;arding licen 
ing will be taken by Opiklan::l if an agree;:nent is reached with respect to 
e conomi c zone . 
I -'I inis ter of Fisheries for Southland 
You are 55 years of age and have bec:n in political li.fe for 
thirty years. If' Opikland were to 2.C(!Uire so:-ne form o:f econo:nic zone ·Hou 
foreign fishing ships be requj_red to obtain fishing licences -'co :fish in 
the zone? Also_, it is your concern that if Oplklai''1d is &i-ven co::plete 
control of' such a lar6e ftshing zone> it could lead to a monopolization 
o f the fishing indus try by Opi leland. 
Scientific Advisor for Sauthla...'ld 
You ar-e 25 year·.s of age and cor.LSid<?red an e:;.::pert in fisberies 
re3ources . In your opinion, j_f there is sufT:Lcient evid:::nce to p:cove 
that the fish stocks on the continental shelf' o.f £' Opikland are being de-
pleted, then certain ·O.reas should have reductions j_n quotas so that the 
stocks can replenish. You believe that rrDre effort shoul?- be provided 
for f'ish fanning &>J.d you l·rill Jcry to find •.-Jherc fish farming cou.ld take 
place. 
C0:te;· Negotiator 1or Sou thl<J.nd 
You ace 113 ycru~ o£' age and you are_ co:nsid8red an expert in 
Ir.ternatioD~il Ee1atioll3. At present the on.J_y 2..rea fished extcnsi vely by 
ll3 
your country 'i:.Jhi.eh \'Jould come under the 200 mile zone proposed by Opll-;:12rK1 
is 1\.r.?a G. If you SLQpo:ct a 200 mile zone f'or O'~ikl&'ld> fj_sh2rrren in South-
land \'T01...1.ld aLso demand the Sa.ITe. rill.iS rr.ay be desirable .for certain fishel!nen 
in Southland but it ~\fou~d be very detrimental to Southland fj_sherrr.en \'lh~ f'i::-h 
in ~·Iaters off other f'oreigr1 countries. You are a'LT'eady hav'ing trouble \vith 
countries \'\lho have declared a 200 mile zone. Up lli'ltil noiv your countr-y has 
only recogrrizGd a t!n-ee mile limit. Yc,u are interested as to \•That effect 
an economic zone \'lould have on the passage of \·.JaT"ships through the zone or 
part of it;, a.YJ.d if rninerals and their extraction Hould co!'Tle under the control 
o.f t.he coas·tc::J_ econ::xric control stat-e. 
DATA-BAl-...lK D\]FDRi'IJ.A'l'ION 
1. Conservational pra.cti~.es o.f Opikland. 
2. vihy Opikland is concerned about a.."l economic zone. 
3. Concli. tions .for catching surplus .fish quotas in the economc 
zone. 
4. Conditions .for tr2.ns ferab i li ty o.f s tL..---p1us fish quotes \'Ii thin the 
economic zone. 
5. 'Ihe Coastal State ref.,'Ulates the catcl1es o.f fish in the econom1.c 
zone. 
6. 
7-
8. 
9 . 
10. 
ll. 
13. 
15. 
Phasing out of .fishing zo:les. 
Fishing by foreig.r1 states in the economic zon2. 
Mineral and petroleum co:rmittee report. 
Ice conditions of Op1klru'1d. 
Oth0r countries have declared a 200-mile economic zone. 
'lhe llmi ts of the economc zone. 
'lne c,'JnLinen tal she l.f are a. 
P~~stlge of ships throug).1 straits. 
Exploitation o:f th2 resources on the continental sh=l:f o:f 
another coastal sta:;e. 
Gallu~'J polls conducted tb.rou.g..1--.!out Opikland. 
16. \·!no v;ants the 200-r!Ii.le l :irnit? 'Ih2 goverru--r:ent or the :fisherrr--:;n? 
17. fVlili terry strength of' Opikland. 
18. Oil and gas 1~indings c.~1 the continental_ shelf ofT l~e;,·r Zeta. 
19. \\:"orld eco:1omic zones benefit the poorer countr:i.es. 
20 . Flsh :fa.r;ring. 
21. Ec..:::>norTLi.c fishing zone .for Southland. 
: 
ll~ 
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Data--Bank Information 
Conservational Pract:Lces of Opiklar1d 
Opikland has not perrnittcd foreign countries to fish for 
Rcd:f:Lsh in the Inlalld Sea for a number of years. Ho·:.rever ;i instead of 
trying to corJ.Serve the stocks o.f Redf'ish a..'ld I!'Bl<:c an example .for other 
nat ions~ the goverrrnent of Opiklnnd has allo·:Jed overfishing to occur. 
Sci.entists in Opikla.'ld stated that R9dflsh stocks have decline d seriously 
and a substantial reduction in the catc..llin;:; of this fish is necessa_._·, ..·:y 
to penni t the stacks to revive . Ho,.-rever ~ Opiklnnd f'j _shermen are quick 
to point out that ot~1.er specj_es of fish have been ovcr:fisbed by fore:L2;ri 
coun t r ies. 
Hhy 0')ikl~nd is Concerr1e d /\bout An Econo:nic Zone 
. Opikland 's f'ishing ex-perts cla5.m that the fishing stat.istics 
sho~·I that certain spe cies and stoc~s o.f fj_sh are d'?.clin.:l.ng . 'Ihe experts 
clai..m th2.t catches of fish are sm3ller a.:.r1d that Opikland 1·1ould J.jJ(e to 
have an economic zone so that fish quota'3 could be regulated for each of 
the f~lshir~g areas . f1a~rbe 2nother reason is the political presslu..,e by 
:fi:::he lTnen along the eastern coast. A Gallup Po::i.l might give more infor-
r.Iat~Lon on the feelings of the f'isherm""!n. 
Conditions for C2.tc~ing Surplus Flsh Quot2.S in the Econo:-ri..c 
Zone 
Surplus .fish quotas 1.·..rould be created if a countr-y .lor va..-rious 
rea ... sons ,.las unable to catch all the fis0. allotted to it in a particule!J":' 
year . 'I'hat particulac· cou.'ltr-y could then sell the remainder of its quota 
/ 
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to another country for a noi'TU.nable f'ee. 'The f'in8llces gained could be 
used to build more .f'-lshing vessels or used to help tb.e economy_ generally. 
Ha.-Iever;, the Coa.Stal State~ i.e. (J;)ikl&"!d \·[ould have to o!cay the tra..'lS~ 
fer~ and the tra.>tsf'er '\-.rould only be pe:rr:'i.tted 1h'1.d2r certain cond:Lt:i.o:LS. 
Conilitions for T.cansrer2bility of Fisf1.:LYls Qu:Jtas HittLtn 
the Economic Zone 
Any one nation vrould only be pe:J;:"11Titted to acquire the .fishing 
quota of one oth::r State. 'IhLs is to er-i.Sur-c that no naLLon 1dould be able 
to g;cadua..lly cai.n control of fishing qu:::>tas a:.1d have a monopoly on fishi.n g, 
or for-:::e poorer nations out of the fisruJ1G buslnes:3. 
r:Jne Co3s tal State Rep,u.lr::.t:es the Catclles of' F'ish in the 
EconcGlic Zone 
'Ihe coastal state i.e. Op=Lkla'ld v·1oulcl t&l·~e into accou.r1t the 
latest scientiflc evidence regarding fish stocks a.'1.d tal:::e proper con:ser-
vatior1 steps to ensure that fish stocks l,·;ould not be over .fished. Ho'jiever, 
the coastal St~ate ·would endeavour to b2.ve the rr.axil;ru::n arnoun.t of fish 
cau;sht vli thout darnaging the fish stocks. Reductio::! in fish catchec; ap-
pears inevi t3b le . 
Phasing Out o:f Fishing Zones 
If' Op~i.kland or arry other coastal State obt3ins an econc:-r.; c 
fishing zone and decidc3 to reduce fish catches~ it must provide a phase-
out period for the different nations. In addition> the coastal State must 
be reasonable and realistic in setting the conditions for catching :fish in 
the economic zone by foreign countries. 
/ 
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Fls:hing by Foreign Sta.tes in the Economic- Zone 
. . . 
I:f Op:i.kland acquired an economic zone by negotiati.on it \•:ould 
have the rigt"lt t.o penni t foreign cou_ntri2s to f:i .. s:-t only for surplus .fish 
- f'ish that Opikland "~d2S unable to catch. Fishin2; experts in CY~ikland 
'·Iould set the amount o.f f:i.sh thB.t WOl.lld be pcr~nissable to 8atch e-3-ch year~ 
and each country \·:ould be per7ill.tted to catch a ce1--tai.n percentage of' the 
quota. Special :fishery vessels vrould ensure that the f~Lshing la·rs vlel~e 
obeyed. 
Hoi'.fever_, other demaYlds could be m2.de by Opikland if" it desired 
to do so. It cou~d ask that all f:i sh cauz,h.t in the econornic z;onc be landed 
in Opi1cland t s ports . A fishing fee could be charc:;ed for fish2 .. :ng in the 
zone. In adclit:Lon_, it could deterH'.ine ti!e si7.e of fish., and the catcli per 
vessel. All these ree;ulations '.·JOuld be state::l on the :f:i .. sh:Lng li-2ence 
\·.fb.ich v;ou .. 1.d be issued by coas~cal State_, e. g. Opil'J.ancl. 
l':tin2raJ. aDd Petroleu:n C::n:m. tt':;;e Repo~c 
DrillinB; over the years h2S been done in areas 1\.~ B _, D _,- E> F _, 
a1'1d G. Subst3.t'1tial f':ind3 of petroleu;n have been trapped in area A and B_, 
espec=Lally j_n the aT~e23 o.f Nut2k Bank_, Green Banl(._, and Sobasti31"1 Ban_k~ 
Gas has also been f'ou_i!d in U!1disclosed areas of.f Gedu.s Island. 'I:.Yle- Corr:;U tte( 
is concerned about the possibility of a 1:-Bj Ol.., oil spill a.'!d "lhe pollution 
o:f fi.sh spa;:rning grounds . TI1e Connri tte2 (v?h.ic...h. is co~1posed o:f me;rbers :fror:n 
all ISRC countries) feels that if Opiklan::i v1ere gca.'!ted an econ:)_:nic zon2 
o.f 200 miles_, the dar:ger of pollutio:-1 v;ould be minimized because the fish:L."'lg 
activity in the areas concerned vrould be s~crickJ_y contT'Olled by Opikland. 
ll 
Ice Co~diti6r3 ·off .Opikland 
Drift ice and 1 ceberf? occur off the coast of 
Opikland each spring and early summer ., especiaJ.ly in areas A &'ld B. 
I ce::;2rgs v-.:cig.;h thousands of tons and if they come in contact with the 
o cean bottom., large trenches are made by them> v!hich su~sts that 
pir;e lines are la..i..d on the ocea..ll. floor in certain areas., they could be 
c l'Ushed by icebe~gs . 
Certain rishing eA.-p~rts of ISRC countrj_es claime d that severe 
tee -..;ondition s in the past yea_rs have cau..sed a drop in uater terrperature 
' 'f hic:~1 h as af:[ected the .fish catche s in areas A and B . They claimed that 
t ll.is ch211;_; .. ~ i n i·i~ter tc!-rperature has resulted in a poor inshore fishery . 
Q t.Ler Countrie~) Hn.vc D2elared a 208-I\'l:::i..le Econorric Zone 
Ten c otr.1trJcs a..roLm cl t he Hor ld have declar·c:d a 200-mile fisbir.c; 
7-.. -,.~ c::nd h:?~vc en:Jeo.v u Lrr'c d to enf'orce the fishing regu.J.ati_ons in t hese 
z c::~·1c.3 . I-Io~·reve!,., some of' the rr.ore p o,,:erf'ul In1li tary nations hnve not 
r seocrri zed t hese exclusive econo; ilic zones and have continued ~co fish in-
si.cl~ t lle 200--r;-J.. l e lir:-rit. Tl1is has led to disputes between nB.tions 
esp~:=.; :::: ially \·:her; the fishing ships are caught and fine d b;y the controllin.g 
S tats . 
Ho;,·Jever., if Opil{land obt~dned a 200-r.ri.le econowic zone ., other 
n at~; .. ons v.rou ld be per.mi t ted. to f'ish 1:1i thin the zone . Opikland '>·:ould only 
set the ruJ_es f'or fishing . 
'I he L:i rni t s of' the Economic Zor..e 
------~-
Accordins to Jirticle 46 of the Law of' th2 Sea Conf'erence ., 1975., 
th':! J im:l t s of' the economic zo!le m.:-'e not to extend beyond 200 nautical miles 
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from the base}j_ne. The baseline can extend from headland to h eadland 
provided the distance bebt.feen the headlands does not exceed 24 nautical 
miles. 
Tne ContinentaJ_ Shelf Area 
International lmv indicated that the continental shelf of' 
any coc~ital State .m3y extend to the outer limits o.f the continental ma_Y'D~n 
or to a distance of' 200 rniles ..from the b2Seline. (See de:finitior1.s and 
diagram). 
Passa:-·e of Ships throup-)1. Straits 
TI1.e La:.·J of the Sea has rec8gnized for more thal'1 100 year·0, 
the rigj1ts o.f all ships and in later ;y-ee.rs :> that of ai.rcraft to enjoy 
the r·Lgp_~c of passage through straits. ~il<land recogrlizes ·thls la·r and 
although it mig_1!t close Inland Sea to all for·eign slups, it ·would not 
be violating; the la-if because ships do n::lt hav.:= to use th~ Inland Sea ur1-
less they are calling at ports in the a:-'ea. 
ExpJoi tat ion of the Resources on the Cc~tinental Sh2J :f of 
Another Coastal State 
If a nation \·Jishe3 to e:>:plore or e:xploit the resources on the 
continental shelf of another country it first mu.st get permission frDm the 
c Olt..'1.tr-y concerned. If a 200 mile econo:-;-d.c zone has not been ag;reed vpon 
by the rr.cj or ·world countries, the continental shelf area over ,.,;hlch the 
country he.s control 1.vould not extend be;-:fond t1velve rriles Hhlch is the 
recognized limit for all coaBtal States. 
Gallup Polls Conducted rl'th---uugpout Opikl2nd 
_A gallu-p poll conducted recently on the eastern coast of Opikl? 
/ 
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and Gadus Island indicated that more than ninety-f'j_ve percent of th~ 
people favored a 200-mile eccno.-nic zone to protect the :fishing tndus try. 
Ha.liever ;J gallup polls conducted in centra~ &!d \\'estern Opikland indicated 
that less tha . .-·'1 f'if'ty percent lmew the purpose of' establishing a 200-mile 
e co~:xrri.c zor.e. 1\.pp.:--:U:ently the :fisherrr:-2n o::-1 the ea.st cc2..st are pr-ossv.rtns 
the Goverrrnent :for action. 
Hho -l'Tants the 200-~!Jile Limit?- ·Tne ·Govern_,"7·ent or the Fi:sheT!l:en? 
--~-- .- -_ ..... 
On the eastern coast of Opikla."1d th9re arc huncl::"'eds of' fishLrs 
corrmuni ties_, especj_ally on Ga'-'ius Islnnd, alorl8: th2 Inland Sea a'1.d i~ the 
area o.r the T,1c>lva Peninsula. Tnese comrnu.rrities almost dep2nd ent:l..r·2ly on 
the f'ishing 5.ndu.s try by v1orking in fish processing plc? .. nts _, or 1:!orld.ng; in 
shipyards i'lhi.ch build and repai.r trawlers, or they m3y be active f'i::..::1errren. 
If' the f'ish stocks aTe depleted severely, these co:ltT!.urlities v,;ill suffer 
untold hardships . 'Ihe Govern~::ent of OpUcJ.a.nd rea1i zes that Op:Uclcmd is 
a t:::acJing na:cion_, and that the j_ncome from f'ish is sm3.ll cosp2red to oth:::r 
natural resou_rces . 'Ihe GovP.rr.JT:2nt 's aim is to seek. a co~rpromise with other 
fishinr; natj_ons. I:f an economic zone is obtained_, a phaseout peri.od f'or 
f'orcign natio~1s vi ill be provlded. 
fllili tm-:v Strenp;th of Opikland 
Opikland is not a gt."'eat m:Lli tary pu,l/er and cnly has a fig..hting 
force of' about 100 _,000. · It has a srn.all hig~Jy sophisticated navy and air-
f'orce 1·rhich could be Llsed to control :fishing on the continental shelf. It 
j s hj ghly unJjJ~cly that Opj_klancl wov.ld atterrpt to use force in gaining control 
o:f its ~i.ching areas as other countries have d:)ne . IV'Ios t of the countries 
fishing on the continental shelf of'f Opil·:land are rrruch poorer than Opikl2.nd~ 
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and if mill tary .force '.·I ere used to prevent these countries from fishing_, 
Opikland' s prestj_ge \·TC'.l.ld be g-j"'eatl.y affected on a ,.;orld-'.•lide b2..si.s. 
Also_, if some of the rr.ore po<tierful nations if1..sisted on rish5.ng and broug..'-!.t 
in their 0'811 navies~ Opikland could do ver-y little abo'J.t it. 
Oil and Gc.lS F::Lnding;s on the Co:ttinental Shelf off Ne:,.,r Zeta 
In the past f'e-.·r _montl;s oil and g;2..s .flnnn2J> have been made 
off Nevr Zeta at a distance of t':lelve m..i.les fro;n the coast . E'licience seer.:S 
to indic.:ate that other find.lnz;3 m2y be mad2 beyond the t·:rclve-•ai le limit. 
Fj_sbing experts in I:!e•·r Zeta bel2.eve th::tt adequate protection r2ga.r-Jing 
polJutSon can be gained by establishing sarety zo~1es arowld the oil rigs. 
Ho~:icver , de1ec;ates to the ISRC r:-:ay think difTerently. 
tTo1_1_}0_ Econom1 c Zon2s B::ne £'1 t th-=. Poorer Count:r·J.cs? 
At the pr-esent tim8 2...11y nation c;:m .fish "~:.Ji thj n the -v·:aters of' 
an::ther· State to a d.i.stance o1 t\•Telve miles from the coastL_n~. 
sul t, the f::i_sh resou.rc2s or poo:::"2r countries are be in_; ezploi ted by the 
r:;(l7_ ... c soyhisLLcateCi fislling n:1tions. If these cou::.'ltr.ies had a 200-r.rile 
econorn:ic zone, this could not happen 1,-.ri thO'..J_t their consent. Also techrlica.l 
ai.d for the fishery pr-obably could be obta:ined .from certain cow1.tries by 
allo-:.·:j_ng them to fish HiU1in the econo:nic zon~. 'l'r·ainees co<..i.lcl be put on 
board f'oreig,..n ships to trai.n them in fishing techniques. 
p oar coastal countr-les could be:rtefit fr-om having an econo:nic zone because 
its f'ishery could be helped a:'ld e:xploration and exploitation o:f other re-
sources would be contr~olled by the coastal State. 
li':i ~ !1 Fanni. n ~: 
Althoug..'-1 rr:0re scientific studies are necessary> there are 
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indications that fish fa:r:illng could be car-rled out success.fully in th~ 
Inland Sea. Hot.•rever > this would have to be a · joint venture by all 
c n:..mtries of the ISRC. 
Economic I"is0_:Lng Zone for Southland 
Tish2.t'ilien tb a t fish irt the 1.-'laters adjace nt "'co opi.l-::land aTe 
pressu..r1.ng the Southland C'ravernrr.ent for a 200-rn.ile econo:n"' c zone. 
mony f'isherrnen in other pcu..,ts of Southland · fish in .foreiEJl •daters and do 
not accept fishing controls beyon::l t\'Telve rrd.les. If Southland c3t-e.blish~3 
·a 200-rnile economic zone then r2cog0ition 1·;.ill have to be given to other 
co:...m.tries 11ho vrish to do so. This viould be detr1rnerrtal to c 2rt:a.:.n So:1thJ a:.'l~l 
Fishing accou.Dts for 3.bout f'"lfteen percent of' the gco:::: s n:..tion:Ll. 
prod:J.ct and m::>r e th.::u1 sc;venty p2rcent of the .fish a:1cl fish products are 
1\ll of t.he fish are cau&~t ofT the coast of Opik.lc.nd and ~ety 
percent o.f it 1·rl thin 200 r'li.lcs . 
Fisbinrs accounts for about tv1enty-fi ve percent of' tne gross 
n~tional product. Ne;:I Zeta exports arow.'!.d thlrty· percent of th~ fish and 
f'ish prcducts. ~Tetv Zetc. catches arow1d sixty percent of its :fish on t~e 
contin8ntal shelf off Opikland. 
Balac Fisl1::Ln.o; R~port 
from fishing and expol ·ts forty percent of the fish. :L t processe~ . About 
•/ 
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sixt-y-five percent of EaJ_ac's .fish is cau.g..~t in the ·waters o.fr~ Opi1:1L=tr1d. 
Sarua Fi·shing · Reoort 
,.___________ 
Sarda's fishing effort acC01Jnts for rircy percent Ol its 
gcoss nat :ional product. Sa.rd3. catch-::s cig..'!ty percent of its f'ish on 
th2 contincntc.:.l sh2li' off Opil:::land ani expor'c:.- t 1:lenty p2rc:2nt or the 
catch to help balance its trade . 
Ara Fishin~; Tieport 
Fish products account for t•.·ier.ty-fj_ve perc2nt or the gross 
national product. Ara exports 'b:;enty perc2nt of its fish pro·::.lu~ts. Abm.~t 
thir"cy-.fi vc percent of the fishir1g by P..x-·2. takes place on the co:1tinental 
sh:::lf off the coas t of' O;)ikland. 
Sou.thl2nd' s .r-lshing effort c.:::;counts f"o-.::' ten percent of the gros0 
national proiuct. Southlc;nd ez::_.Jo:::..,-~cs .f~Lfteen p2rc2nt of .its croce3sed fish. 
J~bout Ddenty percent or South12nd 's r:i.s:-D.ng is conducted in tt>e Hatel'S off 
Opiklc:.nd. 
T:r·anslandia RLshin 2; Renort 
Fish products account for thirty-five percent of Transl2nm_a 's 
gross nation3.1 pro:-1uct . Forty percent of the :fishing effort by T'.ca.'1.Sla..Y1·li<1 
is carried on j_n the 1·1aters off' Opikland. T.ca..llSlandia eA.--ports ortly rive 
percent of its p!"ocessed fish. 
/ 
Fishing vessels .for each ISRC country :fishing on the Contir:2ntal Shelf' 
ofT Opikland. 
Nunber To:-rnage 
OPI1'\L1'J'f0 550 125,315 
SOlYJ:tiL!\ND L~85 85_,675 
TH./\.J~ISI.Ju~DI.A. 520 900,215 
SATIDI\. 78 102,412 
BALAC 55 91,348 
l'Jl!.,i;J ZE'rA 43 74_,285 
AHA 36 66_,690 
l24, 
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~ 1991 -.fl. ... -q&.l\ 1992 ARE..l\ 1993 
15.?200 A 91_,600 A 86,380 
1L1, 25ll B 133,000 B 1'"[0 .,130 
208 ,000 c 203,000 c 180,200 
284 ,000 D 289,000 D 258,300 
248 ,000 E 22Li ,000 E 223,100 
1!5i+ !J 000 F 225,000 F 187,000 
5EO 000 
. ' G 736~000 G 758,400 
::>53 , GOJ H 21Lr :-500 H 131,]_00 
251 ,COO I 251,000 I 163, 50) 
2 G, ") ':r-- r, 
_, )_L ~ c ' t_) ... t 2,~67-:,::!.DJ 2_,158' 110 
P.bove are the total ca tches of all S:;Jecies of flsh for the di.fTerent 
ISHC areas for · the yew~ 1991 and 1992. 'lhe tb..:ird colu:-r.n sh.Y:!s the 
q_u0ta.s for these sc:m:e areas for 1993. 
lcb. 
Fish Spe cie: COD 
Al-L·~ A 1991 1992 QUCYIA FD:i:l 190? ~ ./.J 
!\ 200 100 80 
B 25L1 160 130 
c 165;>000 161,0JO 150,10') 
D 200,000 J.75 ,000 155,000 
...-~ 150;000 100,080 80,000 ~ 
F 8tJ;OCJO 60 000 
' 
52,000 
(' ~ 100,000 64,000 5L~ ,000 
H 50,000 36,008 34,500 
I 80,000 78_,000 19,500 
'I\J'JY ... l S 825_,454 674,268 545_,310 
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Fish Specie: HEDli'ISH 
AREA 1991 1992 QUCi!'A FOR 1993 
A 5,000 22_,000 19_,000 
B 3_,000 23_,000 19,000 
c 30,000 28,000 22_,000 
D 20_,000 20,00G 17,000 
E 33,000 30,000 20 ,OOQ 
F 35,000 32_,000 26,000 
G 27,000 34;.000 30 >000 
H 12_,000 18,000 17_,000 
I - 50_,000 100,000 100_,000 
'TOT i llS 215,000 307,000 270,000 
~-~All :figu.rc::s above re:fcr to mstric tons o:f .fish. 
/ 
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Fish Specie: YEGID:!T:\IL 
APJ-t:::li. 1991 1992 QUOTA FO~ 1993 
A 
B 
c 
D 6~000 9,000 12_,000 
E 10,000 13,000 20_,000 
F 
G 2,000 
H 12_,000 20,000 25:.000 
I 
TOTAlS 28,000 44_,000 57_,000 
*All fig,1J_:res above refer to metric to::1s of fish. 
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}J..sh Spec:i e: GP.EE.NTu"\ND- HJU.J.BTJT 
AREA 1991 1992 QUOTA FOR 199 3· 
A 7_,000 20,000 15_,000 
B 6.:;000 17,000 111_,000 
c 
D 12_,000 11r ooo 
. " 
E 12,000 15,000 
F 
G 30_,000 
H 
I 
'lv.rJ\.IS 37_,000 67,000 58,0JO 
~2All fig,v_res a;')ove re:fer to metric tons of fish. 
130. 
Fish Specie: Ar.T1~CJ\.N PL.AICS 
AREA 1991 1992 QU011J'I. FOR 1993 
A 1.000 3.,000 2,300 
B 1,000 11_,000 3,100 
c 4,000 1,000 500 
D 25_,000 25,000 15_,800 
E 30_,000 25_,000 15_,600 
F 22,000 20_,0-JO 22,000 
G 16_,000 8_,o·Jo 
H 4,000 2,;000 
I 2,000 1,000 
'IDTALS 105,000 89,000 63,800 
7:Al1 .figures above refer to netric tons of' :fish . 
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F5sh Spc·cle: v!I'T'GH 
P.REA 1991 1992 QUOJlA IiDR 1993 
A 2:>000 5:;000 
B 3..,000 16_,000 15:;000 
c 1,000 2_,000 
D 10:>000 15_,0()0 8 OOJ :. 
E lj _,0 00 10..,000 6,500 
F' 2_,000 3:;000 2,900 
G 7,000 6..,000 
H 8,000 7_,000 
I 4,000 2_,000 
~COT!'.LS 44,000 66_,000 31,900 
~:Al1 f'igL1.res abo·Je re:fer to metric to~ uf' fish. 
/ 
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F1sh Spec.i.e : SIV!fi.:R 2 Al\.E 
----·--,f-"'l. _ _ _ 
ATIEA 1991 1992 QLJOS:A FDR 1993 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 225>000 425,000 . . 1!25 >0()0 
H 
I 
Tv.L.liiS · 225,000 425,000 425,000 
*All .C'igures above re!fer to r:'Btric tons of fish~ 
Fish Spe cie: J!'~'\.CKEPEL 
At "lEt\. 1991 1992 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 120,000 200,000 
H 160,000 80_,000 
I 103000 
'ItJD\.LS 280>000 290,000 
~~All figtn.,es above refer to metric ton~ of fish. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
133. 
QDDTA FDR 1993 
250,000 
16_,000 
4_,000 
270_,000 
134. 
Flsh. Spe ci.e : Hfi.D0::JC!( 
ARE.!\ 1991 1992 QUOTA FDR 1993 
A 
B 
c 2_,000 
D 1_,000 
E 2,000 
F 13,000 
G ll! ,000 20,000 17,000 
H 9,00() 5,000 
I 15,000 
'IDThLS 47,000 29,0:)0 22_,500 
*All f'igLl.r2s above re:Ler to m:3tric tons of' :fish. 
/ 
135. 
fl.? EA. 1991 1992 QUOI'A FDR 199 3 
A 1)500 
B 1,000 3,000 1,000 
c 5,000 10,000 5,000 
D 7,000 5,000 3,000 
E 6,000 8,000 
F 
G 
H 
T 
_L 
'ID1'AIS 13,000 25,508 17_,000 
:-;A11 fi[:';ures above refer to metric tor1.s o f fish. 
/ 
/ 
136. 
F'ish Specie: HER.t~ING 
ABEA. 1991 1992 QUOTA I:DR 1993 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
p 300,000 50_,000 30~000 
G 140_,000 100,000 8•J _,0 00 
H 300,000 20,000 20;000 
I 100,000 60,000 40,000 
TOJ.1f1T S 840,000 230,000 170,000 
~-:·_p\.J 1 figu_res above refer to metric tons of' f'ish . 
/ 
Fish Specie; .CJ\PLIN 
.AHEJ\ 1991 1992 
A 40,000 
B 70,000 
c 
D 30,000 
E 40_,000 
F 2,000 L~o ,ooo 
G 13;>000 
H 6,000 
I 
TOTAlS 24,000 220,000 
*All f"isures above refer to rretrj c tons o:f fish. 
/ 
/ 
137. 
QUOTA FDR 19?3 
50,000 
90_,000 
33,500 
58,000 
50,000 
281 000 
.) 
l38. 
Fish Specie: POLIDCK 
ARE!\ 1991 1992 QUOTA FOR 1993 -
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 2,000 20,000 4,000 
G 13,000 20,000 26,000 
H 6,000 8,000 
I 
'IOTA IS 21,000 LlQ 000 
' 
38,000 
*P~l r-lgures above refer to m~tric tons of fish. 
/ 
1 
:!-- ,. 
Fish Specie: - -p,RGEIITitTE 
AHE.ll 1991 1992 
A 
B 
c l,OOO 
D 5,000 
E 7,000 
F 
G 2,080 
H 2,500 
I 
'IDTAIS 13,000 4,500 
*Al.1 fi.gw_.,es a}.)ove rerer to metric tons of :f:Lsh. 
/ 
, 
QUOTA FDR 1993 
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159. 
DEFINITION OF TE..RI'1S 
Abstention principle. In the case where a country has developed a fishery 
in a given area_, the doctrine that other states that have forrn.erly not 
fished that stock or have not contributed . to the development o:f the area 
should c>bstain f'rom fishing there in the future. 
Archipelago state. A nation comprised v-i'.nolly o.f islands. 
Baseline. 'Ihe re.ference li..ne .from \•rhich the outer limits of' territorial ·waters 
a."'!d other offshore zones are measured; the dividing line betr..veen inland 
waters and territorial v-raters. Straigpt baselines a_~ straight lines 
dre&m along a coast to define inland \"l"aters r..vhen follaving lo1-r-water 
sinuosities is not appropriate. 'Ihey connect the outennost points of islands 
and coastal headlands if a coast is deeply fiorded or bordered by a fringe 
o.f islands and if enclosed waters have historically had great economic 
importance to adjacent communities. 
Closing lines. 'lhe straight lines that separate internal waters in the :.form 
of river mouths_, harbours_, legal bays, and historic Haters from territorial 
waters. 
Coastal state. A nation that borders on the ocean. 
Contiguous zones. Zones seawa.ni of territorial \vaters over which sorr:e nations 
assert certain types o.f jurisdiction and control t-Ii thout affecting the 
character o.f the area as higp seas. 
Continental shelf'. 'Ihe submerged portion of' a continent that slopes gently 
seaward and extends from the lc:w-water line to a point where it plunges 
tavards the great ocea"'! depths at a substantially steeper angle. 'Ihe steep 
declivity beginning at the outer edge of' the continental shelf a..Yid descend-
ing to..vards the great ocean depths is called the continental slope. It 
oi'ten terminates at the continental rise::~ a less steepJ.y inclined area 
linking the contine.n.tal slope to the abyssal plain. 'Ihe seaward limit of 
the continental rise is kno~~ as the continental margin. 
Economic zone. A wide area beyond the twelve-mile ·limit within which a coastal 
state would exercise national jurisdiction over of.fshore resources. 
Free transit (right of) . 'The proposed rigpt of foreign vessels to uavigate in-
ternational straits free of any coastal state inter.ference. 
High seas. 'Ihe ocean beyond territorial W....tters, Nhich is not subject to the 
exclusive jurisdiction o.f any one nation. 
Iru10cent passage (doctrine o.f). 'lhe right of ships to navigate throu2Jl terri toriaJ 
waters to inland \-Iaters or to the high seas provided the seclli..""ity _, good order~ 
and peace of the coastal state are not prejudiced. Such navigation includes 
the right of ships to stop or anchor, i.f necessary, as part of normal 
operations or because of an accident. 
160. 
Internal (or inland) \'raters . 'Ihe freshvrater bodies "V-Ti thin a nation's terri tory 
and that part of the ocean located on the lanct·rard side of the baseline 
from which territorial waters are measu_Y'8d. 'Ihese waters include the 
tidal area betv1een the higp and low-1.•rater marks and legal bays, harbours, 
river mouths, and historic waters seperated f'rom territorial 1.vaters by 
closing lines. 
Maximum economic yield. 'Th.e highest level of' total output that can be obtalned 
from a renewable resource by rninirrd.zing unit costs, subject to the condition 
that the resource supply is preser-ved on a perpetual basis. 
Maximum sustainable yield. 'Ihe highest level of total output that can be 
obtained from a renewable resource, irrespective of total costs incurred 
but taking into account the need to preserve the resource supply on a 
perpetual basis. (Tne maximum sustainable yield is usually greater than, 
and never less than, the maximum econorrd.c yield.) _ 
Median line. A method of defining a bormda.ry througp territorial waters bebt~een 
tr.No coastal states. All points of a median line boundary are equidistant 
f'rom the baselines of the adjacent or opposite states that are separated 
by the b ormdary . 
Straits state. A nation that borders one or both sides of a strait used .for 
international navigation. 
Territorial waters (or seas). 'Th.e \vater area bordering a nation over- 't·Ihich it 
has sovereignty except for the rigpt of innocent passage of foreign vessels. 
It extends seavrard from the outer limit of internal waters, but there is as 
yet no international agree:rrent about its vridth. 
Zone-locked state. A nation that would lack direct access to the higtl seas 
except through the economic zones of one or more foreign nations . 
'Ihe above definitions were tal<en from Logan, 1974 (p. 104) . 
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APPENDIX G 
Tables of questions which yielded significant results 
TABlE VI 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE STUDEN'IS BY SEX 
Positive 
Negative 
TOrAL 
.· y(- = 
Question 4 
Male 
9 
9 
18 
Female 
10 
2 
12 
n,.., 
N(ad - be - -)'=:: 
2 
(a + b ) ( c + d) (a + c) (b + d) 
164. 
Total 
19 
ll 
30 
TABlE VII 
RESPONSE OF .GRADE NINE STUDENTS BY SEX 
Positive 
Negative 
TOTAL 
. _ _/ 
x- = 
"M3.1e 
6 
12 
18 
Question 5 
Fema.1e 
9 
3 
12 
n 2 N(ad - be - -) 2 
· (a+ b)(c + d)(a + c)(b +d) 
6.805 
165. 
Total 
15 
15 
30 
TABlE VIII 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE STUDENTS BY SEX 
Positive 
Negp.tive 
TOTAL 
- ~ = 
M:3.1e 
7 
11 
18 
Question 6 
Female 
10 
2 
12 
n 2 N(ad - be - 2 ) 
(a+ b)(c + d)(a + c)(b +d) 
7.47 
Total 
17 
l3 
30 
l66. 
TABLE IX 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE STUDENTS BY SEX 
Positive · 
· Negative 
'IDTAL 
~ = 
Question 10 
Male Ferra1e 
9 
9 
18 
11 
1 
12 
n 2 
. N(ad - be - 2) 
(a+ b)(c + d)(a + c)(b +d) 
7.656 
167. 
Total 
20 
10 
30 
TABlE X 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE STUDENTS BY IQ 
Positive 
Negative 
IDTAL 
Y?- = 
Question l 
llO+ 
l 
l3 
l4 
l09-
5 
ll 
l6 
n 2 N(ad - be -:- 2) 
(a+ b)(c + d)(a + c)(b +d) 
4.428 
Total 
6 
24 
30 
l68 • . 
Positive 
Negative 
TOTAL 
p = 
p = 
TABlE XI 
RESPO}JSE OF GRADE TEN STUDENTS BY SEX 
Question 14 
Male 
0 
5 
5 
Female 
4 
3 
7 
(A + B)! (C + D)! (A + C)! (B + D)! 
N! A! B! C! D! 
5! 7! 4! 8! 
12 ! 0 ! 5 ! 4 ! 3 ! 
p = 0.012 
Total 
4 
8 
12 
169. 
Positive 
Negative 
TOTAL 
p = 
p = 
TABLE XII 
RESPONSE OF GRADE TEN STUDENTS BY SEX 
110+ 
4 
2 
6 
Question 9 
109-
5 
1 
6 
(A+B)! (C+D)! (A+C)! . (B+ .D)! 
N! A! B! C! D! 
(9!) 3! 6! 6! 
12 ! 4 ! 5 ! 2 ! 1 ! 
p = 0.045 
Total 
9 
3 
12 
170. 
Positive 
Negative 
TOTAL 
TABlE XIII 
RESPONSE OF GRADE NINE AND TEN STUDENTS 
Question 5 
Grade 9 Grade 10 
7 
23 
30 
n 2 N(ad - be - -) 
. 2 
6 
6 
12 
(a+ b)(c +d)(a + c)(b +d) 
x2 = 4.236 
Total 
13 
29 
42 
171. 



